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Abstract
Diamond is a promising material for the modern industry. It is widely used in different
applications, such as cutting tools, optical windows, heat dissipation, and semiconductors.
However, these application areas require exceptionally flattened and polished diamond surfaces.
Unfortunately, due to the extreme hardness and chemical inertness of diamond, the polishing of
diamond is challenging. Since the 1920s, various conventional and modern mechanical,
chemical, and thermal polishing techniques have been proposed and developed for finishing
diamond surfaces. Therefore, to impart proper guidance on selecting a good polishing technique
for production practice, this paper presents an in-depth and informative literature survey of the
current research and engineering developments regarding diamond polishing. At first, a brief
review of the general developments and basic material removal principles is discussed. This
review concludes with a detailed analysis of each techniques’ polishing performance and
critical challenges, and a discussion of the new insights and future applications of diamond
polishing.

Keywords: diamond polishing, material removal anisotropy, ultra-smooth surface,
chemical reaction, surface quality

1. Introduction

Diamond has some of the most extreme physical, optical,
and mechanical properties of any material, such as the low-
est friction coefficient, lowest compressibility, highest bulk
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title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

modulus and thermal conductivity, broad optical transparency
from deep ultraviolet (UV) to far-infrared, and extreme
mechanical hardness andwear resistance, etc [1–3]. Diamonds
have been used extensively in modern industrial applications,
such as cutting tools, optical windows, and heat dissipation,
etc [4]. The diamond crystals with a bandgap of 5.5 eV,
electric field breakdown strength of 10 MV cm−1, and high
thermal conductivity of 2000 W MK−1 are considered an
ideal material for manufacturing high-performance semicon-
ductor electronic components [5, 6]. In short, diamond is the
most promising material for the modern industry of the 21st
century.
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Natural diamonds are mostly used for jewelry. From a
technical viewpoint, the irregular shape and small size of
natural diamond make it a difficult material to apply in
optical windows and heat dissipation. Besides, the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), which developed rapidly over the
last few decades [7–10], addressed the restrictions of the
small quantity and size of traditional natural diamond and
realized the low cost and mass production of synthetic dia-
monds. As a result, CVD ultimately facilitated the extens-
ive application of diamonds in the optic, acoustic, thermal
management, and semiconductor fields. Irrespective of the
naturally excavated or artificially produced diamond crys-
tal, industrial applications of diamond requires high pre-
cision flattening to obtain ultra-smooth and damage-free
surfaces. Moreover, the characteristic high hardness, wear
resistance, high chemical inertness, and anisotropy makes
machining diamonds extremely difficult. Therefore, the prin-
ciples, processes, and types of equipment related to the
ultra-precision polishing technology of diamond crystals have
been a significant focus for both the academic and industrial
communities.

Many polishing techniques have been developed to reduce
the surface roughness of diamond crystal. The most frequently
used methods include mechanical polishing (MP) [11–13],
thermochemical polishing (TCP) [7, 14, 15], chemical-
mechanical polishing (CMP) [8, 16], dynamic friction polish-
ing (DFP) [17–19], laser polishing (LP) [20–22], ion beam
polishing (IBP) [23–25], and hydroxyl (OH) radicals enhanced
chemical polishing [26–29]. Each of the above techniques
have unique beneficial characteristics, such as high material
removal capabilities, the ability to obtain high quality polished
surfaces, and low processing costs. Simultaneously, the selec-
tion of the polishing technique depends on the practical applic-
ation and the dimensions of the pre-polished diamond. For
instance, a moderate polishing technique should be chosen for
application in ultra-thin wear-resistant or chemical-resistant
diamond coatings. The situation is somewhat different for dia-
monds that are used in optical windows, requiring highly pol-
ished surfaces. Particularly, for thermal spreader applications,
both sides of the diamond must be polished. It should be noted
that broad applications of CVD diamond films have also intro-
duced new challenges to current diamond polishing methods.
This is because of the rough initial surface, large diameter, and
thinness of CVD-produced diamonds, which brings an unpre-
cedented inequity between efficiency and quality. Therefore,
it is imperative to select a proper polishing technique that suits
the domains of the desired applications and economic con-
straints.

This review aims to compile informative literature,
research, and engineering developments about diamond pol-
ishing. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this paper
is one of a kind as it provides a brief review of the his-
tory of diamond polishing, discussion on the basic mater-
ial removal mechanisms, polishing performance and chal-
lenges faced by each technique, and future guidance to
achieve new insights into the understanding of promising dia-
mond polishing techniques for advanced future engineering
applications.

2. A short chronological review of diamond
polishing

2.1. General development of diamond polishing

The polishing of diamond jewels has a long history in human
society. The first record of diamond polishing dates back to the
mid 14th century [30]. European aristocrats chased diamonds
as a symbol of power andwealth due to the jewels’ scarcity and
beauty. As a result, diamond polishing has been historically
reserved for jewelry needs and remained a trade secret con-
trolled by a few jeweler families for centuries. The quantitative
and systematic study of diamond grinding and polishing was
first introduced by Tolkowshy et al in 1920 [30, 31]. Although
this common diamond polishing method was highly effective,
it had a low material removal rate (MRR). After decades of
development, this method was summarized as MP, which is
widely used in the commercial jewelry industry [4]. In the mid
20th century, Grodzinski [7] proposed a diamond polishing
method assisted by a hot-metal-plate, which is now referred to
as TCP. Yoshikawa et al [32] and Weima et al [15, 33] further
investigated this new technique. Reports of diamond polishing
peaked around the end of the 20th century.

In 1961, Evans et al [34] reported a diamond etching pro-
cess at ambient conditions. This process was later termed
reactive ion etching (RIE) [35, 36]. In this technique, vari-
ous plasma ions can be generated from different reactive gases
to polish diamond surfaces [37–39]. About 10 years later,
in 1972, Spencer et al [40] reported his work on diamond
milling by argon-ion beams, which was believed to be the
beginning of diamond polishing by ion beam sputtering (IBS).
Subsequently, both the RIE and IBS were summarized as
IBP. In the same year, Thornton and Wilks et al [30] used
thermal oxidation chemicals to improve the material removal
efficiency and surface quality of MP, which emerged as a new
technique called CMP. This method was further developed by
Malshe et al [41, 42] and Kuhnle and Weis [43] to obtain an
ultra-smooth diamond surface. Rothschild et al [44] proposed
the LP of diamond in 1986, which was rapidly developed over
the following decades [22, 45]. DFP, developed by Kiyoshi
Suzuki and his colleagues in the mid 1990s, is a relatively
new diamond polishing technology [46], which was further
improved by Chen and Zhang in the coming years [17, 23,
47–53]. The exploration of new methods of diamond polish-
ing came to a suspension period after the 1990s. Since then,
research on diamond polishing has mainly focused on combin-
ing and optimizing previously developed polishing methods.

The OH radical enhanced chemical polishing has attracted
tremendous attention in recent years. The possibility of using
OH radicals to oxidize and flatten a diamond surface was first
confirmed by Tokuda et al in 2009 [26] and later improved by
Kubota et al [27, 54, 55]. Combining OH radicals produced
from an H2O2 solution with traditional MP can efficiently
remove material diamond surfaces. In 2013, Watanabe et al
[29] proposed an UV irradiation-assisted diamond polishing
process, which utilized UV-induced photochemical reactions
to produce active species, such as OH radicals and oxygen.
Yamamura et al [28] developed a plasma-assisted polishing
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(PAP) method that allows for damage-free diamond surface
processing. The plasma discharge produces a large number of
OH radicals that activate the rotating polishing plate surface.
Material removal occurs when the activated polishing plate
comes in contact with diamond surface. Hence, OH radicals
is a common factor in these techniques that play an important
role in removing materials from diamond surfaces. According
to the reported studies, this newly developedmethod is a prom-
ising addition to existing diamond polishing technologies.

To describe a historical perspective of the field, a chro-
nological presentation of the publications related to dia-
mond polishing is shown in figure 1. A brief discussion
of the developments during different periods is given as
follows:

2.1.1. Stage 1: early studies (1920s–1970s). The systematic
scientific research on diamond polishing during the 1920s–
1960s mainly focused on improving diamond processing effi-
ciency and optimizing processing parameters to satisfy the
rapidly growing demands for jewelry. The traditional ‘Scaife’
polishing method, which was later named MP, was developed
and has been widely used since then. It should be noted that
the phenomenon of material removal anisotropy during MP
was also observed and investigated. According to the res-
ults, the crystal orientation and sliding directions strongly
influenced material removal efficiency and surface quality.
The material removal anisotropy was addressed by explor-
ing the TCP, which replaced the diamond grit coated cast-
iron-plate with a hot-metal-plate. Unlike mechanical abra-
sion induced polishing, the material removal in TCP results
from the thermo-chemical reaction between the hot metal
plate and diamond surface. The preceding research highlights
two dominant material removal mechanisms of diamond pol-
ishing, i.e. mechanical removal and chemical removal. Con-
sequently, subsequent research primarily focuses on these two
basic material removal mechanisms.

2.1.2. Stage 2: improved studies (1970s–2010s). Chemical
removal proved to be a practical approach to overcome mater-
ial removal anisotropy during diamond polishing. Thus, vari-
ous chemical diamond polishing techniques were developed,
such as CMP, DFP, LP, and IBP. These techniques were
mainly driven by newly discovered physical and chemical phe-
nomena. As a result, the study of material removal expanded
dramatically. Different mechanisms such as oxidation reac-
tion, tribo-chemistry reaction, graphitization, carbon solution,
and RIE were investigated to understand material removal.
Compared to traditional MP methods, the newly developed
polishing techniques offer various advantages, such as higher
MRR, better surface quality, and lower processing costs.
Based on the discussion, it is not an exaggeration to claim that
this period represents the passion years of optimizing and pro-
moting diamond polishing techniques. During this period, the
vast majority of current diamond polishing processes, such as
mechanical, chemical, and physical, were tested individually
or in various combinations.

2.1.3. Stage 3: recent state-of-art studies (2010s–2020s). A
wide range of diamond applications in cutting tools, acoustics,
and semiconductors require high material removal efficiency
and surface roughness at the nanoscale and atomic-scale.
These applications pose new challenges to existing polish-
ing techniques. Unfortunately, not all of the developed pol-
ishing techniques meet the industrial requirements. There-
fore, studies from the past decade have mainly focused on
selective polishing techniques providing high processing effi-
ciency and excellent surface quality. The development of
molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanics has pro-
moted the analysis of atomic material removal mechanisms
and improved the theoretical research regarding diamond pol-
ishing. Particularly, the rapid growth of visual simulation soft-
ware allows for atomic evolution during diamond polishing,
which promotes a deeper understanding of material removal
mechanisms. Hence, stage 3 can be attributed to understand-
ing the principle material removal mechanism of MP and the
development of efficient and high-quality chemical-assisted
polishing techniques.

2.2. The explored material removal mechanisms

Understanding the basic material removal mechanisms in dia-
mond polishing is crucial when choosing the proper polish-
ing method. In general, the material removal mechanisms can
be divided into mechanical abrading and chemical reactions.
However, the removal mechanisms should be further sub-
divided to better understand diamond polishing in reality. To
the best of our knowledge, the material removal mechanisms
employed in diamond polishing can be broadly classified as:

2.2.1. Micro-chipping. Tolkowsky et al conducted the first
systematic research of material removal mechanisms and
suggested that micro-chipping or micro-cleavage dominates
material removal during the MP of diamonds. When a polish-
ing plate moves relative to the diamond surface, the external
mechanical pressure pushes the coated diamond grit into the
diamond surface to wipe and remove carbon atoms from the
substrate. It is believed that the frictional force between the
diamond grit and substrate surface drives the brittle fracture
process during the mechanical processing of diamonds, while
material removal occurs once the frictional force is higher than
the binding energy of the diamond atoms. Thus, a propor-
tion of the diamond surface is easily chipped away when the
applied frictional force exceeds the binding energy. The brittle
fracture rate depends on the brittleness of processed mater-
ial, the load applied on the grit, and the sliding speed of the
grit relative to the substrate. However, the crystal orientation
dependence of the binding energy in diamonds induces aniso-
tropic material removal during MP. Therefore, it is useful to
select a proper crystal orientation and sliding angle to obtain
a high MRR when mechanically polishing diamonds.

2.2.2. Carbon diffusion. Carbon atoms are easily diffused
into carbon-soluble metals, such as Fe, Ni, Mo, and rare-earth
metals/alloys. This reaction can be triggered at the optimized
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Stage 2: Improved studies (1970s -2010s)

2.1 Mechanical polishing

(1973 Wilks J.) Confirm the micro-chipping as removal
mechanism by SEM images.

(1991 Wilks J.) Polishing diamond by using charged
diamond grit iron plate.

(1998 Jarvis) Explain the polishing anisotropyby using
total-energy pseudopotential calculation.

(2005 Zong) Develop a brittle-ductile transition removal
mechanism to explain polishing anisotropy.

    2.2 Thermochemical polishing

(1990 Masanori) Development and performance of a
diamond film polishing apparatus with hot metals.
(1998 Zaitsev) Thermochemical polishing of CVD
diamond films with a hot vibrating steel plate.
(2001 Weima) Investigate the material removal rate
dependence of processing parameters.
(2007 Sun) A low-temperature polishing technique for
CVD diamond films by Ce-Mn alloys.

   2.3 Chemical-mechanical polishing

(1974 Thornton) First study on polishing of diamonds in
the presence of oxidizing agents.
(2005 Cheng) Polishing with a grooved ceramic plate.
(2006 Wang) Polishing temperature decreased to 130 °C
by molten mixture of LiNO3 and KNO3.

 2.4 Dynamic friction polishing

  (1996 Kiyoshi) First report on DFP of diamond.

  (2005 Zhang) Prediction of the interface temperature rise.
  (2007 Zhang) Mechanism exploration through debris analysis.
  (2009 Zhang) Establishing the polishing map of DFP.

2.5 Laser polishing

 (1992 Blatter) Smoothening of diamond with an ArF laser.
 (1993 Pimenov) UV laser processing of diamond films.
 (1997 Ozkan) Sequential multiple-laser-assisted polishing
 of diamond.
 (1999 Ozkan) Laser polishing of diamond plates.

2.6 Ion beam sputting

(1972 Spencer) First ever reported experiment study on
diamond polishing by using ion beam sputtering.
(1997 Wang) Study on energetic argon ions introduce
phase transformation of a diamond-like carbon film.

(2009 Frost) Large area smoothing of diamond surfaces by
ion bombardment.

(2005 Michael) Ultra-smoothness of diamond-like carbon.

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2.7 Reactive ion beam etching

(1961 Evans) First report on observing the etch pits on
diamond surface.
(1989 Sandhu) RIE of diamond films using O2 and H2 gas.
(1996 Vivensang) Diamond surface smoothing process by
using RIE with an SF6-O2 plasma mixture.
(2010 Shpilman) Etching process of CVD diamond by
thermal and hyperthermal atomic oxygen.

(2007 Tsai) Evaluation research of polishing methods
for large area diamond films.

Stage 3: Recent studies (2010s -2020s)

  3.4 OH radicals assisted polishing

(2012 Kubota) A CMP process of diamond assisted by
H2O2 solution conducted at room temperatures.

(2019 Guo) Atomistic mechanisms of chemical mechanical
polishing of diamond in aqueous H2O2/pure H2O.

(2013 Watanabe) An ultraprecision polishing process for
diamond assisted by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation.
(2018 Kubota) An improved planarization method of
diamond assisted by vacuum-ultraviolet irradiation.

(2019 Yamamura) Plasma-assisted polishingof diamond.

3.1 Mechanical polishing

(2011 Pastewka) Employ MD simulation to investigate
anisotropic mechanical amorphization.
(2012 Fairchild) Verify the amorphization mechanism of
diamond  by experiments and MD simulations.

(2020 Kubota) Develop a high-precision mechanical
polishing by charging uniform height of diamond grits.

    3.2 Chemical-mechanical polishing

(2012 Kubota) The possibility of OH radicals to oxidize and
flatten a diamond surface is first confirmed.
(2018 Mandal) Redox agents enhanced chemical mechanical
polishing of diamond.
(2018 Yuan) Chemical kinetics mechanism for chemical
mechanical polishing diamond.

3.3 Reactive ion beam etching

(2012 Naamoun) Study on the mechanism of etch-pit
formation on diamond surface induced by H2/O2 plasma.
(2019 Zheng) Fast smoothing on diamond surface by
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching.

2010

2015

2020

Stage 1: Early studies (1920s -1970s)

1.1 Mechanical polishing

(1920 Tolkowshy) First ever reported academic
study on diamond polishing

(1949 Grodzinski) Summary on gemstone industrial
production methods.

(1959 Wilks) Explore the removal mechanism on
mechanical polishing of diamond.

    1.2 Themochemical polishing

(1953 Grodzinski) First study on diamond polishing
with a hot-metal plate.

    1.3 Reactive ion beam etching

(1961 Evans) Study on generation of etched pits of
diamond surface at atmosphere condition.

Year
1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

Figure 1. A chronological review of diamond polishing techniques.

temperature and pressure during diamond polishing. When a
diamond surface comes in contact with a metal plate, carbon
atoms from the diamond surface diffuse into the metal until
a saturation condition is achieved. The synergistic effect of

the distinctive diffusion rates at the rough structures eventu-
ally flattens the diamond surface. The diffusion rate is determ-
ined by the distance from the polishing interface, the diffu-
sion coefficient, and processing time. However, the capability
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of different metals to absorb carbon atoms depends on their
carbon solubility potential. The capacity of a metal to absorb
carbon atoms when in contact with a carbon source is given by
Malshe et al [41]:

C(y) = C1

[
erfc

(
y/2

√
Dt
)]

(1)

where C(y) is the carbon concentration at y distance from the
interface, C1 is the interface carbon concentration, erfc is the
error function, D is the diffusion coefficient, and t is time.

2.2.3. Graphitization of lattice carbon atoms. Carbon lat-
tice structures can be classified as graphite, amorphous car-
bon, diamond, and fullerene [2]. The variation in the lattice
structure results in disparate physical and chemical properties.
For instance, graphite has the weakest structure and lowest
hardness because of the weak van der Waals forces between
the stacked layers of carbon. That is the reason why it can be
easily removed when compared with any other carbon phase.
On the other hand, the graphite is much more stable than
any other coetaneous structure under atmospheric conditions.
Thus, other carbon structures tend to transform into graph-
ite under appropriate conditions. The key requirement for this
phase transformation is to obtain sufficient activation energy
to break the energy barrier between the two lattices. This activ-
ation energy can be obtained from a mechanical, chemical,
or thermal energy source. A catalytic metal can significantly
decrease the activation energy required to transform diamond
into graphite. However, carrying unpaired d electrons is one
of the prerequisites for these catalytic metals (e.g. Fe, Ni, Co,
Mn, and Cr) to chemically bond with carbon instead of form-
ing carbides [56–58].

Therefore, a diamond that comes in contact with these cata-
lytic metals at elevated temperature loses its lattice structure
and transforms into graphite or amorphous carbon. In prin-
ciple, the protruding crystals on the diamond surface initially
come in contact with a catalytic metal and readily converted
into graphite or other non-diamond carbon. Subsequently, the
transformed graphite is easily removed due to the weak bind-
ing force between layers.

2.2.4. Evaporation. If a sufficient amount of heat is applied
to a material, the surface will melt or evaporate. The rapid
development of laser sources, e.g. femtosecond and pico-
second laser, has made this approach a reality for diamond
polishing. When a laser beam irradiates the diamond surface,
the local heating produces a temperature of several thousand
degrees that melts and evaporates a proportion of the diamond
surface. No material can survive at this extremely high tem-
perature, even the most rigid diamond in nature. As the laser
beam incidence angle increases relative to the normal direc-
tion of substrate, the illuminated area increases, and the energy
density decreases. At a certain angle of incidence, a laser beam
delivers more energy to the protruding regions than the rest of
the substrate. That is why the protruding areas are removed
faster, and a flatter surface is obtained more quickly when the
laser beam incidence in the normal direction of the substrate.

2.2.5. Sputtering. High-energy ions or atoms striking a dia-
mond deteriorate the lattice structure. The carbon atoms detach
from the surface as part of a physical process called sputter-
ing. In this process, an ion source operated with a stable cur-
rent is important to obtain high processing efficiency and a
high-quality diamond surface. The MRR of sputtering can be
controlled by monitoring energy and the number of the incid-
ent ion beams. The sputtering rate, R (A min−1), is given by
[41]:

R= 62.3
JSMa

ρ
(2)

where J is the ion current density (mA cm−2), S is the sputter-
ing yield (atoms/ion),Ma is the atomic weight (g), and ρ is the
density (g cm−3). The sputtering rate depends on the sputter-
ing yield, which, in turn, depends on the nature of the mater-
ial. It should be noted that the energy of incident ions must be
higher than the threshold breakdown energy of the chemical
bonds in diamonds.

However, there are some cases where the sputtering process
can be realized below threshold energy, called chemical sput-
tering. It is believed that the chemical bonds of diamonds can
be weakened due to thermal activation by high energy ions.
For instance, the hydrogen-induced sputtering of carbon-based
materials performed at low temperature was explained by H
ions injecting into C–C bonds and breaking them; this mech-
anism was named swift chemical sputtering [30]. Sputtering
also plays an important role in RIE. For example, plasma pol-
ishing with chemically active ions and radicals has a signific-
antly higher sputtering yield compared to pure physical sput-
tering.

2.2.6. Chemical reaction. Numerous polishing techniques
are based on the chemical reactions between diamonds and
gases or liquids. By optimizing the plasma temperature, the
etching process of diamond can be realized at reduced or atmo-
spheric conditions in the open air. Argon (Ar) gas is often used
to create an inert environment, whereas the addition of reac-
tion gases, such as O2, H2, Cl2, SF6, CF4, or a combination
of them, activates the chemical etching process [35, 37, 38,
59] that removes carbon atoms from the diamond surface. The
chemical etching reaction occurs with the addition of reaction
gases because when the diamond’s carbon converts into COx,
CHx, or CClx with O2, H2, or Cl2, respectively. These chemical
reactions dominate material removal both in LP and reactive
plasma etching.

A diamond can also react with strong oxidants at an
appropriate pressure and high temperature. Typical oxidizing
reagents such as KOH, NaNO3, and KNO3 are solid at atmo-
spheric conditions and do not chemically react with diamond
atoms. However, increasing the polishing temperature up to
the melting point of the oxidizing reagent initiates a chemical
reaction between the reagent and diamond to form CO or CO2.
Oxidizing reagents with low melting points were developed
over time to simplify the polishing equipment. For example,
a hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution acts as a reagent in dia-
mond polishing, where OH− radicals and H+ ions contribute
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Polishing plate

Diamond
Workpiece holder

Load
(a) (b)

Figure 2. Mechanical polishing of diamond: (a) schematic structure of the apparatus, and (b) physical map of jewelry equipment [30].

to the chemical reactions [26]. At first, the generated active
radicals adhere to the polishing surface to form a hydrogen-
terminated surface. The carbon atoms react with the modified
surface and create new chemical bonds such as C–O–H. Due
to the additional shearing force induced by the polishing plate,
newly formed chemical bonds break down along the C–C bond
as it has the lowest bonding energy among the three bonds.
These are the chemical reactions involved in most reactive
contact polishing techniques, such as CMP, UV irradiation-
assisted polishing, and PAP.

3. Mechanical polishing

MP of diamond was invented in the mid 14th century. It
remained a trade secret for centuries because of its jewelry spe-
cific applications [60]. After being monopolized for hundreds
of years, a quantitative and systematic study of diamond grind-
ing and polishing was first reported by Tolkowshy et al [61].
After decades of development, a mature MP technology of
diamond was established. MP technologies have been widely
used in the commercial jewelry industry [62].

3.1. Progress in polishing technique and equipment

Figure 2 illustrates a typical MP process and a physical map of
jewelry polishing equipment [30, 41, 63]. The diamond sample
grinds against a rotating iron disc, known as a ‘scaife wheel’,
charged with diamond grits on the matrix. A 20 mm thick and
300 mm in diameter cast iron plate rotating at a 300 rpm speed
provides a linear velocity of 50 m s−1 at the outer radius. A
normal load of 1 kg is then applied to push the diamond sample
against the high-speed scaife wheel. The mechanical abrasion
between the grit and diamond surface removes the protruding
parts of the diamond; eventually, the rough surface is flattened
and smoothed.

Since the polishing plate is important to the mechanical
polishing of diamond, it has attracted increasing attention in
the efforts to improve the performance of the scaife wheel.
The oldest method of preparing scaife dates back hundreds of
years, as described in the following [62, 64]. Firstly, alcohol
or methylated spirits is used to clean the scaife. Secondly, a
suspension mixed with diamond grit and light oil is rubbed
on the dried scaife surface to form a thin film. At the same
time, diamond grit is distributed randomly over the grooves

and pores within the scaife. The third step is ‘boarting’. During
this step, a considerable force is applied on the rotating wheel
until the color of the scaife surface changes from matt grey
to dark grey or black. This method is highly subjective and
based on the manufacturer’s experience, which jeweler famil-
ies had kept secret until the early 20th century. An improved
cast iron scaife, charged with diamond grit, was used in the
Grodzinski and Wilks experiments [65, 66]. However, wear
and tear of diamond grit is very common, requiring a frequent
re-charge of the abrasive powder. In order to avoid interrup-
tions and reduce the labor required for frequent abrasive char-
ging, a new type of polishing plate bonded with a permanent
diamond grit on a cast iron matrix was developed. These dia-
mond bonded wheels are still widely used in the MP of dia-
monds [30]. Recently, Kubota et al [67] proposed an improved
diamond grit charging method to realize a uniform protrusion
height of charged grits, contributing to a high-precision MP
and finally obtaining an ultra-smooth polished diamond sur-
face. By controlling the charging time, different protrusion
heights of diamond grit can be realized. Figure 3 shows laser-
microscopic images of the polishing plate after charging for
10 min (figures 3(a) and (c)) and 60 min (figures 3(b) and (d)).
The colors distinguish protrusions of different heights. The
60 min charging time results in a much smaller and more uni-
form protrusion height than 10 min. After 60 min of charging,
the diamond grits are tightly pressed into the iron substrate
resulting in uniform protrusions, which is essential to obtain
consistent material removal and a smooth polished surface.

Except for the typical scaife method, numerous techniques
have been developed to improve the polishing rate and sur-
face quality during the MP of diamonds. Yuan et al [68] pro-
posed an ultrasonic vibration method for diamond polishing,
which can dramatically enhance the MRR. The highest MRR
was obtained at 20 kHz frequency and 5.3 µm amplitude.
However, no difference was observed in the surface quality of
diamond polishing with or without ultrasonic vibration. Tang
et al [69] developed a new polishing method that utilized a
thick diamond substrate to polish CVD diamond films. It is
a very simple technique that offered an MRR greater than
10 µm h−1, much higher than traditional MP. Ralchenko et al
[70] reported fast polishing of polycrystalline CVD diamond
films by ultrasonic machining in a slurry of diamond particles.
This newly proposed method demonstrated efficient material
removal ability, reducing the surface roughness from Ra 5 to
Ra 0.5 µm within 5 min of polishing. Xu et al [9] designed
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Figure 3. Microscopic images of polishing plates with different charging times: (a) 10 min, (b) 60 min, (c) section profile of A-A line, and
(d) section profile of B-B line [67].

a titanium-containing corundum wheel to realize a highly
efficient grinding of diamond film. The XRD and transmission
electron microscope (TEM) analysis of debris confirmed that
both the chemical reaction of diamond with titanium and the
graphitization combined with mechanical cracking accounted
for the high MRR.

3.2. Material removal anisotropy

Anisotropy is the most prominent challenge of material
removal during MP of single crystal diamond (SCD), which
has been observed for a long time. Tolkowshy carried out
the first scientific experimental research on abrading, grind-
ing, and polishing of diamond [2]. The results show that the
material removal is strongly related to the processing wheel
parameters such as speed, applied load, and polished dia-
mond orientation. Tolkowshy proposed microcleavage as a
mechanical abrasion mechanism during diamond polishing
and established a model based on small identical octahed-
ral and tetrahedral shaped blocks to explain the anisotropy of
material removal. According to his findings, material removal
is strongly dependent on crystal orientation and polishing dir-
ection [61]. Wilks et al and other researchers confirmed and
expanded on Tolkowshy’s experimental results [8]. According
to the results, it is the revolution of the polishing scaife that

is important for MRR, not the rotation speed, so it was not
considered by Tolkowshy et al [65, 66]. A rapid increase in
temperature combined with the rubbing speed during MP of
diamonds is responsible for the thermal activation and mech-
anical chipping of the material, which is of little significance
in material removal [71].

The difference in MRRs based on crystal orientation
(e.g. cube, dodecahedron, and octahedron) was systematically
investigated by Tolkowshy et al [30], as shown in figure 4.
The maximum removal rates of the (110), (100), and (111)
planes have an approximate ratio of 1:0.5:0.1, which indicates
that the (110) plane is the most easily removed crystal orient-
ation. Moreover, the MRR also varied on each plane when
grinding or polishing was conducted in different directions.
The peak MRR was obtained when grinding in <100> direc-
tion on (100) and (110) planes, whereas a negligible amount
of material was removed when grinding in <110> direction.
The MRR of the (111) plane was always shallow regardless of
the grinding direction, as seen from figure 4(c). Similar exper-
imental results were also reported by other researchers, e.g.
Hitchiner et al [72], Zheng et al [73], Grillo et al [74], and so
on. Therefore, to provide scientific guidance to the industry,
the terms ‘soft direction’ and ‘hard direction’ were developed
to describe the level of difficulty of material removal during
the polishing process [30, 62]. Each crystal plane has its own
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Figure 4. MRR obtained from different polishing directions of different faces [30].

‘soft’ and ‘hard’ polishing directions. For example, the <100>
direction on (100) and (110) planes is considered a soft dir-
ection, while the <110> direction on (100) and (110) planes
and all the directions on the (111) plane are hard directions.
Thus, diamond polishers always conduct the polishing process
in soft directions, which removes a large amount of material
with minimal damage to the scaife.

A brittle-ductile transition removal mechanism was intro-
duced by Zong et al [75–77] to explain the anisotropy of the
MRR by the mechanical lapping of a single crystal. It is well
known that plastic grooves and scratches easily form after
MP [78, 79], which indicates plastic deformation of the dia-
mond surface under the combined effect of shear and hydro-
static compressive stresses. The schematic illustration of dia-
mond grits being used on a diamond workpiece is shown in
figure 5(a).Pr is the dynamic pressure applied on diamond grit,
V r is the sliding velocity between the lapped surface and grit,
2a is the characteristic indentation size, α0 is the corner angle
of the grit, ap is the depth of the cut, and acp is the critical
cut depth in lapping. Considering the geometrical relationship
of the above parameters and the fracture toughness properties,
the critical cut depth for a brittle-ductile transition in MP of
diamond can be expressed as follows:

acp = mcamoacot
(α0

2

)√2λ0
α

9ψEγ
50H2

(3)

where the comprehensive coefficient λ0 = (1–1.6) × 104, the
geometrical factor of the indenter α0 = 1.8544, ψ is the coef-
ficient dependent on surface roughness, E is Young’s modulus
in Mpa, γ is the surface energy in J m−2 required for fracture

initiation, H is Knoop hardness in Mpa, mca is the coefficient
related to cleavage angle, and moa is the coefficient dependent
on orientation angle.

According to the tensile strength of diamond crystal [80],
the mca is given as follows:

mca = sin2 (θ− 90◦) . (4)

Expressing moa is more complicated due to the symmetry
properties of diamond lattices. The dodecahedral plane (110)
has a twofold symmetry, so the m110

ca is given as follows:

m110
ca =

9
35

+
5
35

cos2ω. (5)

The cubic plane (100) has a fourfold symmetry, so the m100
ca is

given as follows:

m100
ca =

7
18

+
3
18

cos4ω. (6)

The octahedral plane (111) has a threefold symmetry, so the
m111

ca is given as follows:

m111
ca =

5
4
+

3
4
cos3ω. (7)

Therefore, the absolute critical cut depths on different crystal-
lographic planes and different orientations of the same plane
can be calculated by combining the above equations. It is
assumed that the diamond grit size is 0.5 µm with a constant
corner angle of 90◦. Young’s modulus is 1165 Gpa for (110),
1050 Gpa for (100), and 1207 Gpa for the (111) planes [81].
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Figure 5. The anisotropy during mechanical lapping; (a) the interaction between diamond grit and diamond workpiece, and the theoretical
and experimental result of maximal groove depth variations along different sliding angles (b) (110) plane and (c) (100) plane [75].

Fracture surface energy g is 5.3 J m−2, while Knoop hardness
changes from 57 to 104 Gpa. The cleavage angle is 144.73◦

for the (110), 125.27◦ for the (100), and 109.58◦ for the (111)
planes [68].

In order to verify the established theoretical model, dia-
mond polishing experiments were conducted. According to
the experimental conditions, diamond grit size was 0.5 µm,
and scaife rotated at 2800 rpm giving a relative velocity of
32 m s−1. The externally applied load on the independent dia-
mond grit was ignored in these experiments. The theoretical
and experimental results of maximal groove depths left on
the rake face after lapping in different orientation angles are
shown in figures 5(b) and (c). The experimental data fit well
with the theoretical ones, proving the integrity of the proposed
material removal mechanism. The obtained symmetry proper-
ties of the plotted curves further illustrate strong anisotropy
in the maximal groove depth in different directions. Because
of the agile removal of diamond material along the soft dir-
ection, the single-cut of diamond grit is larger and generates
a deeper groove. These findings provide strong evidence of
the anisotropy regarding material removal of diamonds during
polishing.

3.3. Polished surface quality

Surface quality is crucial in diamond manufacturing because
current industries require high-quality surfaces with min-
imum roughness and surface/sub-surface damage. Due to
the material removal anisotropy in the MP of diamond, the
polished surface quality varies significantly along different
crystallographic orientations and sliding directions. It is well

established that a high MRR can be obtained when polishing
along the soft direction. Acquiring a similar material removal
along the hard direction is challenging. However, the response
of the surface quality seems to contradict the material removal.

Tolkowshy′s model was considered a dominant theory
until high-resolution microscopes revealed a detailed micro-
morphology of polished diamond surfaces. The anisotropy of
diamond polishing revealed by microscopic images dates back
to the 1950s [62]. A clear difference in diamond polishing
along soft and hard directions can be seen in figure 6. The sur-
face polished along the soft direction is much smoother than
the hard direction, which contains many cracks.

Figure 7 shows the atomic force microscope (AFM) images
of the polished diamond surface along soft and hard direc-
tions [75]. Many nanoscale grooves can be detected in the
soft and hard directions of (100) and (110) planes. The surface
roughness of the (110) plane in the <100> direction is about
4.5 nm, which was reduced to 2.9 nm after polishing in the
<110> direction. Similar results were obtained after polishing
the (100) plane, where the surface roughnesses were reduced
to Ra 3.5 nm in the <100> direction and 1.6 nm in the <110>
direction. Moreover, the depths of the diamond grit induced
grooves along the <100> direction (figures 7(a) and (c)) are
more extensive than those of the <110> direction (figures 7(b)
and (d)). Corresponding surface roughnesses show that the
surface quality in the hard direction is superior to the soft dir-
ection. Therefore, it can be inferred that the more material is
removed in soft directions due to the higher polishing rate,
which results in a rough surface finish.

The polished surface quality is affected by both the crystal-
lographic orientation and the sliding direction. For example,
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Figure 6. Microscopic images of polished diamond surface: (a) (100) plane, and (b) (110) plane [4].

Figure 7. AFM images of (110) and (100) planes polished along soft and hard directions [75].

figure 8 shows the surface quality of a diamond substrate after
polishing in different sliding directions (e.g. 0◦, 30◦, 60◦,
85◦), under a normal load 15 N, and velocity of 8 m s−1

[82]. Numerous microscale grooves were formed on the dia-
mond surface when lapped with an azimuthal angle from 0◦

to 85◦. Interestingly, a finely polished surface was obtained
despite significantly deviating from the soft direction (i.e.
the <100> direction for the (110) plane). Besides, a roughly
polished surface with a fracture was obtained when polish-
ing along the hard direction (i.e. the <110> direction for the
(110) plane). The corresponding 3D-AFM images provided
additional information about the micro-morphology of the

polished surface. The surface morphologies for 0◦, 30◦, and
60◦ azimuthal angles mainly consisted of grooves, whereas
surface fractures formed when the azimuthal angle was 85◦.
Therefore, the azimuthal angle between the polishing direc-
tion and the <100> direction should be less than 85◦ to avoid
fractures. Doronin et al [11], also reported that a surface with
atomic-scale roughness could be realized by MP in the <110>
direction if the polishing direction does not exceed 20◦. These
findings also share similarities with previous experimental
results.

Recently, Kubota et al [67] proposed a high precision MP
with an iron plate chargedwithmicron-sized diamond abrasive
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Figure 8. Confocal scanning laser microscope and AFM images of the diamond sample surface lapped at different angles from the <100>
crystal direction: (a) 0◦, (b) 30◦, (c) 60◦, and (d) 85◦ [82].

grits. The charged diamond grits with uniform protrusion
height demonstrated high-quality polishing. To investigate the
influence of grit protrusion height on polishing performance,
two types of polishing plates were prepared by adjusting the
grit charging time. Type-A was charged for 10 min and type-
B for 60 min, confirming that type-B was more uniform than
type-A. Polishing was performed for 60 min with an applied
normal load of 9.8 N, while the both the iron plate and dia-
mond sample rotated at a speed of 200 r min−1. The scan-
ning white-light interferometer (SWLI) and AFM images,
shown in figure 9, were compared to differentiate the per-
formance of the two polishing plates. As expected, the type-
B plate achieved better surface quality with a surface rough-
ness of 1.66 nm over an 80 × 60 µm2 area (figure 9(b))
and Ra 0.29 nm over a 1 × 1 µm2 area (figure 9(d)). The
uniform height of the abrasive grit protrusions induced uni-
form cut depths under the same normal load, eventually pro-
ducing a smoother polished surface. A uniform protrusion
height of diamond grit dramatically enhanced the individual
participation of the abrasive grits in material removal. Sim-
ultaneously, the normal load applied on each grit and the
depth of the grooves decreased, which resulted in a smooth
surface polishing and low surface roughness by the type-B
plate.

3.4. Material removal mechanisms

For a better scientific understanding ofmaterial removal aniso-
tropy during MP of SCD, numerous theoretical analyses and
simulation methods were reported [12, 83–86]; among them,
total-energy pseudopotential calculation and MD simulation
are the most famous. Jarvis et al [12] used total-energy
pseudopotential calculations to explain the polishing aniso-
tropy based on the atomistic mechanism. Simulations were
performed on a single nanoscale asperity constructed on a
(110) surface, which was deformed by a rigid tip. After a
detailed simulation analysis, nano-groove mechanisms were
proposed based on boundary conditions and chemical environ-
ments. Figure 10 shows the carbon skeleton schematic present-
ation of the suggested nanogroove mechanism.When the rigid
tip slides along the hard directions (figure 10(a)), the forces
acting during nanogrooves formation are higher than those
arising during asperity removal, offering greater resistance to
the rigid tip and nonlocal deformation. In contrast, the forces
that occur during nanogroove deformation in the soft direction
result in local and repeatable deformation (figure 10(b)). As
discussed, these are the atomic mechanistic differences occur-
ring during nanogroove formation that are responsible for the
observed anisotropy of SCD polishing.
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Figure 10. Carbon skeleton schematic representation of suggested
nano-grooving mechanism [12].

MD simulation has been applied to study diamond fric-
tion and wear mechanisms since the early 1990s. Harrison
et al [83] established a simulation based on two atomic-
ally flat diamond surfaces and found that frictional aniso-
tropy occurs at the atomic-scale. Perry et al [86] examined
the nature of friction by small third-body molecules sliding
over the (111) surface of a diamond, which identified that the
orientation of nonspherical molecules and surface alignments
would lead to high friction during the sliding process. Gao
et al [85] combined AFM results and MD simulations to

study friction properties as a function of load, crystal ori-
entation, and the sliding direction of diamond. Despite the
comprehensive MD simulation studies on the friction and
wear characteristics of diamond, the connection between sim-
ulated and experimental atomic wear mechanisms during dia-
mond polishing are not fully understood. In this regard, Pas-
tewka et al [84, 87] employed MD simulations to establish
an adequate investigation of anisotropic mechanical amorph-
ization during the planarization process of diamond. Besides,
the microscopic mechanism underlying the diamond polish-
ing was experimentally investigation by applying a velocity
of 30 m s−1 and a normal load of 10 GPa on two unsatur-
ated diamond surfaces [62]. The produced amorphous inter-
face layer increased steadily during sliding in the <100> dir-
ection of the (110) plane. To correlate the simulation and
experimental wear process, a diamond grit with sharp edges
was used to slide over amorphous carbon (figure 11). The
results indicate that a part of the amorphous carbon con-
taining sp2 and sp will be scraped off, which agrees with
the experiments [88]. After a detailed analysis based on the
uphill process illustrating the microscopic origin of aniso-
tropy during the wear process, the soft and hard directions
of the (110) and (111) planes are marked. Pastewka’s model
and simulation revealed an in-depth understanding of the
atomic mechanism of anisotropy of diamond wear during
polishing.
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sp3 sp2 sp

Figure 11. MD simulation of diamond polishing: (a) change of
amorphous layer with sliding time, (b) micro removal of amorphous
carbon by sharp edges of diamond grit, and (c) soft and hard
directions of the (111) and (110) planes [87].

Zong et al [13] performed MD simulations coupled with
nano-indentation and nano-scratching to get insights into the
underlying mechanisms of diamond polishing. As shown in
figure 12(a), the simulation set up consisted of diamond grit
and a flat diamond substrate in which a vertical force pressed
the tip of the grit into the diamond substrate. The horizont-
ally applied force moved the grit with a constant velocity of
200 m s−1 along the <100> direction. The simulation results
revealed that the amorphization—the transformation of per-
fect cubic diamond lattice to amorphous carbon atoms con-
taining sp, sp2, and sp3—was inevitable during MP. It should
be noted that the proportion of sp2 converting to sp3 increases
dramatically with the polishing time (figure 12(b)), which is
believed to be the dominant mechanism of material removal
anisotropy during the MP of diamond. As addressed by Pas-
tewka et al [84], the atomic material removal can be realized
when the perfect diamond lattice transforms to amorphous car-
bon atoms. As a result, more amorphous atoms increase the
MRR. Although the predicted thickness of the (100) planes
in soft (4.4 nm) and hard (3.4 nm) directions is very close
(figure 12(c)), an insignificant difference between the thick-
nesses of amorphous layers suggests that Pastewka′s model
cannot explain atomistic origins of material removal aniso-
tropy. Zong et al proposed utilizing a proportion of sp2 to form
sp3 to explain the atomistic mechanism of material removal
anisotropy, which aids in understanding the diamond polish-
ing process.

The previous discussion shows that the amorphization of
the diamond lattice plays a significant role in the diamond
wear process. The difference in the amorphization rate is the
key to removal rate anisotropy [13, 84]. Therefore, a better
understanding of diamond amorphization may help research-
ers comprehensively study material removal mechanisms dur-
ing diamond polishing. Fairchild et al [89] found that dia-
mond lattices are likely to collapse and form an amorphous
phase when the strain in diamond reaches the critical value
of 16% with a corresponding density of 2.95 ± 0.10 g cm−3.
By relating density and strain in diamonds, the amorphiza-
tion of diamonds has been verified by experiments and MD
simulations. At first, the high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM)

images were used to precisely distinguish the diamond lat-
tice and amorphous region within 3 nm. Afterwards, electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was used to probe the spe-
cific atomic density of diamond.

Figure 13(a) shows a prominent amorphous layer (dark
region) in ion-implanted diamonds, as indicated by two bright
bands with widths of 0.9 µm and 1.1 µm. The correspond-
ing density calculated with the help of EELS decreases dra-
matically in the amorphous zone, as shown in figure 13(b).
The perfect diamond lattice region possesses a stable density
of 3.52 g cm−3, while the density of the amorphous region
ranges from 2.1 to 2.9 g cm−3. The diamond amorphization
mechanism are explained using MD simulations of two differ-
ent approaches: vacancy calculation realized by increasing the
sp2 carbon atoms, and diamond lattice stretching realized by
uniaxially stretching all the carbon–carbon bonds. Thus, the
density ranging from 2.0 to 3.4 g cm−3 of diamond was cre-
ated for these models. The height of the 3rd peak in radial dis-
tribution function (RDF) is a direct indicator of the crystallin-
ity. Figure 13(c) shows the results of two approaches, where
increasing RDFs with density indicates crystal growth in both
cases. Finally, the MD simulations performed with conditions
close to the experimental set-up is shown in figures 13(d) and
(e). Initially, a diamond supercell was created in the cent-
ral region with a density gradient. The RDFs were calculated
according to the final structure, which fit well with the exper-
imental observations of the interface between diamond and
amorphous carbon (figure 13(b)). In conclusion, the combina-
tion of experiments and simulations provided a complement-
ary view of the diamond amorphization mechanism, strongly
related to the density. Moreover, amorphization does not occur
if diamond density exceeds a critical value, even the lattice
structure is highly compromised. Surprisingly, the diamond
lattice shows excellent resistance to amorphization and main-
tains good crystallinity even after losing 16% of its atoms.

In summary, MP has played a significant role in dia-
mond polishing for centuries. Nowadays, MP has become the
most widely applied technology in diamond-related industries
because of its low cost, simple equipment, and stable MRR.
However, material removal anisotropy of diamond polishing
remains a significant challenge. Substantial efforts were made
to explain the material removal anisotropy of diamond polish-
ing. For example, the discovery of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ crystallo-
graphic orientation offering the highest removal rate in a spe-
cific sliding direction was one of predecessors’ key achieve-
ments. However, the prevailing mechanisms and theories were
insufficient to comprehensively understand the dilemma of
material removal anisotropy. The efficiency of MP is in the
order of tens of nanometers per hour, which cannot satisfy
the increasing demand of the industry. In addition, due to the
mechanical abrasion material removal mechanism, the pol-
ished surface contains scratches, cracks, residual stress, and
damages that hinder its application in areas that require high
surface quality. After all, rapidly developing CVD techno-
logy to address diamond film shattering during polishing also
demands modern polishing techniques with better MRR and
surface quality.
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Figure 12. MD simulation of diamond polishing: (a) schematic of MD model, (b) proportional sp2 hybridizations to amorphous sp3
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4. Chemical-mechanical polishing

Since the MP of diamonds is surrounded by multiple chal-
lenges to improving material removal efficiency and surface
quality, it is necessary to develop other polishing techniques
for effective and high-quality diamond polishing. Highly
rough surfaces and low structural strength are key challenges
that limit the broad applications of CVD diamond films. CMP,
also known as thermal oxidation polishing, utilizes MP in con-
junction with chemicals to enhance theMRR and improve sur-
face quality. Thornton and Wilks [30, 90] were the first to
apply CMP for diamond polishing. Later, Malshe et al [41]
and Kuhnle and Weis [43] further improved this technique
to obtain an ultra-smooth diamond surface. This method util-
izes oxidation of diamonds since the atomic oxygen can react
with diamond to form CO or CO2 at high-temperature, trans-
forming diamonds into black carbon or graphite [91]. There-
fore, oxidizing agents in the molten state are considered more
effective for polishing CVD diamond films.

4.1. Progress in polishing technique

Figure 14 illustrates the schematic of a typical CMP pro-
cess [90]. Diamond films are fixed by a holder, moving

reciprocally against the rotating polishing disc. Numerous
concentric grooves present on the polishing disc contain the
molten oxidizing agents. The heating system maintains the
temperature slightly above the melting point of the oxidizing
agents. A flattened diamond surface can be obtained due to the
initial mechanical cracking and subsequent chemical reaction.

The oxidizing effect plays a vital role in the CMP of dia-
monds, so investigating oxidizing agents has been a hot topic
in CMP research. After decades of research, the family of
typically used oxidizing agents expanded to include dozens
of members (e.g. NaNO3, KNO3, KOH, KClO3, K2Cr2O7,
H2O2, HclO, HNO3, H2SO4, AgO, Cr2O3, MnO2, BaO2,
PdO2, K2FeO4, KmnO4, Na2MoO4, KIO4, (NH4)2S2O8, etc)
[90, 92]. The typically used oxidizing agents have very high
melting points. The melting points of NaNO3, KNO3, and
KOH which are 308 ◦C, 324 ◦C, and 360 ◦C, respectively.
Oxidizing agents with low melting points are preferred when
polishing at relatively low temperatures. For example, a melt-
ing point of 130 ◦C can be achieved by mixing LiNO3 with
KNO3 [90]. Likewise, an oxidation enhanced MP was con-
ducted at 70 ◦C using KMnO4 as an oxidant [93]. Similarly,
the CMP of diamond was also performed at room temperature
using an H2O2 solution [27]. Under the given circumstances,
the evolution of polishing plates provides another insight to
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Figure 14. Schematic structure of the chemical mechanical
polishing apparatus [90].

improve the diamond polishing performance of the CMP pro-
cess. Similar to traditional MP, the cast iron plates were ini-
tially employed for polishing purposes. Later on, other metals

such as stainless steel, nickel, titanium [94], and titanium alloy
[95] were also reported as plate materials in the CMP. Xu
et al [96, 97] introduced a efficient diamond polishing method
that utilized a corundum grinding wheel containing Fe–Ce. In
recent years, ceramic disks with concentric grooves have also
been used to enhance the mechanical cracking effect during
polishing [16, 91, 98, 99]. Ceramics are hardner and less prone
to deformation thanmetals. As a result, ceramic plates are con-
sidered better candidates for inducing micro-cracks and corro-
sion when polishing in oxidizing environments.

In practice, the oxidation regent and polishing powder are
usually mixed to obtain a high removal rate. Cheng et al used
a slurry containing 0.4 M KMnO4 and diamond abrasives to
polish CVD diamond films. They achieved an average sur-
face roughness of 20 nm after 4 h of polishing [93]. Yuan
et al [92] investigated the polishing performance of ten differ-
ent CMP slurries. They found that the slurry with potassium
ferrate (K2FeO4) provided the highest MRR 0.055 mg h−1

and the best surface roughness of 0.187 nm. Thomas et al
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Figure 15. (a) Effect of polishing time on surface roughness of CVD films when using mechanical and chemical-mechanical polishing, and
(b) SEM image of the diamond surface after CMP [30, 99].

[100] used CMPwith a polyurethane/polyester polishing cloth
and an alkaline colloidal silica slurry to polish nanocrystal-
line diamond (NCD) films and achieved a polished surface
with a surface roughness of 1.7 nm after 4 h of polishing.
Thomas et al [101] also utilized the silica slurry to polish the
(100) and (111) planes of a SCDs and obtained ultra-smooth
finishes. Werrell et al [102] employed a polyester/polyureth-
ane polishing cloth in conjunction with six different slurries
to investigate the effect of slurry composition and pH value
on polishing performance. They found that the properties of
the slurries, including pH, composition, and particle size were
the determining factors of the polishing rate. Mandal et al
[103] proposed the addition of redox agents such as H2O2,
KMnO4, FeNO3, H2C2O4, and (NH4)2S2O8 to enhance the
CMP of thin diamond films. The results showed that H2C2O4

had the fastest polishing rate, while H2O2 had a minimal effect
on polishing. Cui et al [104] reported an improvement in
the diamond polishing process using a polishing pad covered
with nano-silica and nickel powder. They achieved an ultra-
smooth surface with a roughness of 0.25 nm after 140 min of
polishing.

Control of polishing temperature is very important since
the molten oxidants are responsible for the chemical reactions
occurring during the CMP of diamond. Most conventional
oxidants possessing high melting points (>300 ◦C) require
external heating during the traditional CMP process. The addi-
tional heater not only makes the equipment complex but also
generates safety issues and environmental pollution. There-
fore, researchers are focusing on developing oxidants with low
melting points and CMP processes that stimulate the chemical
reaction of diamond at room temperature, as reflected by the
above literature.

4.2. Material removal rate and surface quality

Material removal efficiency and surface quality being the gen-
eric parameters to evaluate polishing performance have been
reported in many studies. Since material removal is a com-
bined effect of mechanical and chemical aspects in CMP, the
MRR and surface quality are highly dependent on pressure,

sliding speed, oxidizing reagent, and the corresponding tem-
perature.

The material removal efficiency and surface quality in the
CMP process are higher than in MP [91, 98, 99]. As shown
in figure 15, surface roughness decreased faster in CMP com-
pared to MP. Using the KOH and KNO3 as oxidants, the sur-
face roughness of CVD film was reduced from 1248 nm to
95 nm after 5 h of polishing. The corresponding SEM image
of the diamond surface, shown in figure 15(b), indicates no
scratching or mechanical lapping related defects after CMP.
The results show that the CMP possesses the potential to pro-
duce excellent finishings of CVD surfaces more efficiently
than MP. However, using oxidants with low melting points
would help simplify the polishing equipment and reduce oper-
ating costs. As discussed, 0.6:1 ratio of LiNO3 and KNO3

reduced the melting point to 130 ◦C. The original surface
roughness of diamond varying from 8 to 17 µm was reduced
to 0.4 µm after 3 h of polishing with MRR ranging between
1.7 and 2.3 mg (cm2 h)−1 [90].

Yuan et al [92, 105] further investigated the polishing
performance of eight different oxidants (K2FeO4, KMnO4,
Na2MoO4, K2Cr2O7, CrO3, KIO4, H2O2, and (NH4)2S2O8).
The experimental results show that K2FeO4 and KMnO4 are
the best oxidants in the CMP of diamond. In the case of
K2FeO4 oxidant, the effect of diamond abrasive size on MRR
was experimentally investigated. As shown in figure 16(a),
the MRR increased with increasing abrasive size. Obviously,
the MRR is higher with the oxidant than without . The pres-
ence of oxidants accelerates the chemical reaction between the
diamond substrate and chemical slurry. The effects of polish-
ing pressure on MRR and surface roughness were systemic-
ally investigated, as shown in figure 16(b). The MRR initially
increased and then decreased slightly. The external pressure
significantly enhanced the mechanical action without affect-
ing the chemical reactions during CMP. The external pressure
increased the number of effective abrasives at the interface of
the diamond surface and polishing pad. However, after a cer-
tain critical polishing pressure, the number of effective abras-
ive decreased and so did the MRR. The micro topographies of
the surfaces polished by MP and CMP with a K2FeO4 slurry
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CMP with KMnO4 and H2SO4 [93].

are shown in figures 16(c) and (d), respectively. Themechanic-
ally polished surface has visible scratches induced by abrasive
particles, while abrasive related scratches were not observed
on the CMP surface. An ultra-smooth diamond surface with a
surface roughness of 0.48 nm was obtained by the CMP pro-
cess, which dramatically improved diamond performance.

The polishing performance of different chemical slurries
containing 0.4 M KMnO4 and abrasives were systematic-
ally investigated by Cheng et al [93]. Diluted sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) was used to create the acidic environment to activate

the oxidation of KMnO4. As shown in figure 17(a), the final
surface roughness of the CVD film polished without oxid-
ants is higher than the film polished with oxidants. The com-
bination of chemical reagents and high pressure resulted in
high-quality surface polishing. For example, after polishing
with KMnO4 in a H2SO4 environment with an applied pres-
sure of 4 kg cm−2 (sample C), the average surface roughness
was below 20 nm after 3 h of polishing. The corresponding
SEM image of sample C indicates that the rough structures
formed during the CVD stagewere entirely removed, as shown
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Table 1. Standard reduction potentials and melting points of selective chemicals [106].

Chemicals Melting points (◦C) Chemical reaction Reduction potential (E0 V−1)

KNO3 334 NO3
− + 4H+ + 3e− → NO + 2H2O 0.957

NaNO3 308 NO3
− + 4H+ + 3e− → NO + 2H2O 0.957

KMnO4 240 MnO4
− + 8H+ + 5e− →Mn2+ + 4H2O 1.214

KClO3 356–368 ClO3
− + 3H+ + 2e− → HClO2 + H2O 1.36

K2Cr2O7 398 Cr2O7
2− + 14H+ + 6e− → 2 Cr3+ + 7H2O 1.507

K2S2O8 100 S2O8
2− + 2H+ + 2e− → 2HSO4

− 1.776
H2O2 −11 (90%), −39 (70%) H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e− → 2H2O 2.123

Figure 18. The MRR as a function of the chemical slurries [30].

in figure 17(b). The results proved that KMnO4 improved the
CMP performance of diamond.

Hocheng et al [30, 106] conducted a series of experiments
on CVD diamond polishing using different chemical slurries.
In order to ease the reduction reaction during diamond polish-
ing, a suitable amount of H2SO4 was added to all of the slur-
ries. The standard reduction potentials and melting points of
selective chemicals are summarized in table 1. The polishing
experiments were conducted at 70 ◦C with an applied pres-
sure of 4 kg and a rotational speed of 200 rpm. Better sur-
face quality was acquired using the chemical slurry containing
KClO3, K2S2O8, or H2O2 regents, which suggests that slur-
ries with higher reduction potentials result in lower surface
roughness. The MRR also showed similar behavior, as shown
in figure 18. The highest MRR (1.39 µm h−1) was obtained
with the K2S2O8 oxidant, which possesses a high reduction
potential of 1.776 E0 V−1. In general, an oxidant with high
reduction potential improves the surface quality and material
removal efficiency in CMP of diamond films.

Thomas et al [100, 102, 103] employed CMP to smooth
NCD films. The experiments were performed at room temper-
ature with an applied pressure of 27.58 KPa, and a rotation
speed of 60 rpm. An SF1 alkaline colloidal silica containing
15%–50%SiO2 and 4%–5% ethylene glycol was chosen as the
polishing slurry. The AFM images of the NCD film surfaces
at different polishing times are shown in figure 19. A very
rough surface with nanocrystalline grains interlaced together
to form different grain boundaries represents the initial unpro-
cessed surface, as shown in figure 19(a). The initial surface
roughness of 18.3 nm was reduced to 11 nm and then 4.5 nm
after processing for 1 and 2 h, respectively. After polishing for
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Figure 19. The AFM images of NCD film surfaces against
polishing time: (a) initial surface, (b) 1 h, (c) 2 h, and (d) 4 h [100].

4 h, the NCD film surface was smoothed to a surface rough-
ness of 1.7 nm. The polishing began with the NCD film sur-
face peaks in contact with the polishing pad and finished when
the grain boundaries were removed. The reported MRR was
about 16 nm h−1, which was slightly higher than traditional
MP under similar conditions.

4.3. Material removal mechanisms

The combined action of mechanical abrading and chemical
etching is responsible for material removal during the CMP of
diamond. In general, the mechanical scratches and cracks are
form when the abrasives moves against the diamond surface
under high pressure. The molten oxidants react with the dia-
mond surface to formCO or CO2 under high pressure and tem-
peratures. The mechanical shear and chemical etching mater-
ialize throughout the diamond polishing process. Thus, the
protrusions present on the diamond surface are removed, and
the surface becomes smooth. Due to the chemical etching by
oxidants, better material removal efficiency and surface pol-
ishing quality of diamond can be achieved by CMP compared
with the MP. Most importantly, CMP eliminated the material
removal anisotropy of diamond polishing because the repor-
ted chemical etching reactions of oxidants have no prefer-
ence for crystalline orientation. Despite the simple and gen-
eral material removal mechanisms that are involved in CMP,
many researchers are exploring the mechanical and chemical
interactions during CMP of diamond.
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Figure 21. XPS analysis of polished diamond surface: (a) global survey, (b) carbon 1s XPS spectra, and (c) oxygen 1s XPS spectra [92].

Diamond is the hardest and most chemically inert material
and is difficult to oxidize in the atmosphere at room temperat-
ure. In contrast, carbon atoms can react with oxygen to form
CO or CO2 in an oxygen-rich environment at elevated tem-
peratures. Yuan et al [92] proposed a material removal mech-
anism based on changes in Gibbs free energy, which indicates
that the oxidants can reduce the energy barrier required for dia-
monds to change into CO2. The chemical reaction dominating
the diamond conversion into CO2 can be described as:

C(diamond) + O2 → CO2,∆G0 = −397.259 kJmol−1.
(9)

Because of diamond’s strong covalent bonds (C–C), the
activation energy required to convert diamond into CO2 is very
high. As shown in figure 20, the material removal mechan-
ism based on mechanical and chemical effects can be divided
into two classes. Firstly, hard abrasive mechanical scratching
produces stress and surface damages on the diamond surface.
The C–C bonds break to form a disordered layer, which is
described as C∗ in figure 20(a). The increased surface energy
and external work result in a low reaction potential barrier
between the deformed diamond C∗ and CO2. Secondly, the
deformed diamond C∗ gets enough energy from the oxidant
and mechanical shear to overcome the potential barrier E3 and
quickly reacts with the strong oxidants. A general oxidizing
reaction can be expressed as follow:

C* + M→ CO2 + N (10)

where M represents the oxidant, and N is the product of the
chemical reaction.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the synergistic effect
of mechanical energy and an oxidant can increase the reac-
tion rate without increasing the reaction temperature. A harder
abrasive introduces more mechanical stress on the diamond
film, promoting the oxidizing reaction. A stronger oxidant also
accelerates diamond oxidation.

The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of
the diamond surface polished with potassium ferrate slurry
is shown in figure 21. The results show that the C 1s peak
located at 285 eV is most dominant in the spectra shown in
figure 21(a). The presence of carbon, oxygen, and iron at the
polished diamond surface indicates that the chemical reac-
tion occured. To specify the chemical reaction during pol-
ishing, high-resolution spectra of carbon, oxygen, and iron
were recorded to obtain the chemical bonding environment,
as shown in figures 21(b) and (c). Other than the ‘C–C’
sp3 group, which represents the diamond carbon, ‘C–O’ and
‘C=O’ groups were also detected on the polished diamond
surface. These results indicate that diamond oxidation is a
major mechanism in the CMP process. Other studies have con-
firmed the same chemical reaction during diamond polishing
[105, 107–109]. As discussed, the ‘C–C’ bond is very diffi-
cult to oxidize because of the strong covalent bonding that
creates a very high energy barrier. Thanks to the mechanical
scratching by abrasive particles that make considerable dis-
ordered carbon atoms, which oxidize and form ‘C–O’ and
‘C=O’ groups on the diamond surface. Due to the effect of
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1s XPS spectra before polishing, (c) after polishing for 4 h, and (d) possible material removal mechanism [100].

mechanical shear, the chemically modified disordered carbon
atoms are easy to remove. The preceding chemical and mech-
anical actions repeat throughout the polishing process until a
flattened diamond surface is obtained.

To better understand the CMP of diamonds, Thomas et al
[100, 102, 103] explored another possible material removal
mechanism that differs from the traditional cases. The dia-
mond surface before and after polishing was analyzed by XPS,
as shown in figure 22. Strong peaks of C 1s (∼285.0 eV) and
O 1s (∼531.0 eV) were detected from both the unpolished
and polished diamond surfaces (figure 22(a)). In general, the
C 1s region determine changes in the surface chemistry of
diamond films during the CMP process. As reported in previ-
ous studies [39, 40], the C1 s spectra can be divided into four
chemical environments: diamond (C–C, 285.0 eV), hydrocar-
bon (C–H, 285.5 eV), ether (C–O, 286.5 eV), and carbonyl
(C=O, 287.5 eV). Comparing the XPS spectra of the unpol-
ished and polished surfaces, shown in figures 22(b) and (c), it
can be seen that CMP does not significantly change the chem-
ical termination of the CVD diamond surface. Instead, it leads
to subtle changes in the concentrations of different carbon spe-
cies. It should be noted that the graphite or graphite-related
defects do not develop on the polished surface. Since the
experiments were conducted at room temperature without dia-
mond abrasives, the mechanical micro-chipping and conver-
sion to graphite were not responsible for the material removal.
Therefore, it was proposed that the polishing mechanism fol-
lowed the chemical reaction of silicon dioxide (SiO2). As
shown in figure 22(d), the possible material removal mech-
anism can be divided into three major sections. (a) The CMP
creates the oxidation environment at the polishing interface,
increasing the carbonyl and hydroxyl content at the diamond
surface. (b) The newly formed carbonyl and hydroxyl facil-
itate the bonding of silica particles to the diamond surface.
(c) The SiO2 particles, driven by the polishing pad, produce

shear energy. C–C bonds are weaker (610 kJ mol−1) than Si–O
(800 kJ mol−1) and O–C (1077 kJ mol−1) bonds and more
likely to break under the applied shear force. As a result, the
carbon atoms are removed, and the diamond surface becomes
smooth.

In summary, CMP combines mechanical abrasion and
chemical oxidation reactions to realize reasonable mater-
ial removal efficiency and ultra-fine polishing of diamond.
Using an appropriate oxidant (e.g. K2S2O8) and optimal
experimental conditions, CMP can achieve an MRR up to
1.39 µm h−1, which is much higher than MP. The reaction
between the oxidant diamond produces new chemical bonds
that are easily remove by soft abrasives during polishing. After
the removal of these soft products, a scratch-free diamond sur-
face is obtained. Based on the type of abrasives used in polish-
ing, two different material removal mechanismswere explored
to better understand the CMP of diamond. However, there are
still some problems that should be considered before CMP
is widely applied in the polishing of diamonds or its com-
posites. For example, high temperature is required to polish
diamonds, which is due to the oxidants’ high melting points
(>300 ◦C). The need for installed heaters inevitably increase
the complexity of polishing facilities, operating costs, and
environmental pollutions, which directly opposes the contem-
porary shift toward green, low waste manufacturing practices.
Although some oxidants with low melting points have been
developed, these chemicals are still harmful to the environ-
ment. The H2O2 solutions seem to be the right choice because
of their low pollution factor and the low-temperature require-
ment for polishing. However, a dramatic increase in mater-
ial removal efficiency is a prerequisite before the widespread
application of H2O2, which will be discussed in section 5.
Besides, the material removal mechanisms have not been stud-
ied comprehensively. For example, whether it is the mater-
ial removal anisotropy or the atomic removal mechanism of
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a polishing process, an in-depth investigation is necessary for
the industry to flourish.

5. OH radicals assisted chemical polishing

5.1. Chemical polishing with H2O2 solution

Polishing with H2O2 solutions is a state-of-the-art method to
produce an atomically smooth diamond surface, which has
attracted increasing attention in recent years. The possibility
of using OH radicals to flatten a diamond surface by oxida-
tion was first proposed by Tokuda et al in 2009 [26]. After-
wards, Kubota et al [27, 54, 55] proposed wet polishing a
single-crystal diamond surface by utilizing a rotating iron plate
immersed in an H2O2 solution. After 10 h of polishing, the
surface roughness was improved from 2.24 nm to 0.16 nm,
promoting the current method for precise smoothing of single-
crystal diamond substrates [27]. Kubota et al reported a more
efficient two-step polishing technique for the atomic smooth-
ing of a SCD (100) substrate [54]. According to this technique,
a high-temperature iron plate rotating against the rough dia-
mond surface can achieve high material removal. The chem-
ical reactions between the OH radicals and the diamond sub-
strate realize the surface finish.

The experimental setups and results are summarized in
figure 23. The experimental setups for wet polishing were kept
the same except for the addition of processing baths to con-
tain the H2O2 solution during the second polishing step, as
shown in figures 23(a) and (b). The initial surface roughnesses
of 1.13 nm and 0.5 nm were measured by the SWLI and AFM,
respectively, are shown in figure 23(c). The two-step polishing
yielded an atomically flat surface with surface roughness less
than 0.1 nm, as shown in figures 23(d) and (e). The surface flat-
tening resulted from the absence of nanoscale grooves intro-
duced by MP with diamond abrasives. Figure 23(f) shows the
MRR of both polishing steps, in which the cross-section pro-
files indicate the specific material removal depth of each step.
According to the cross-sectional profiles, the MRRs during
first- and second-step polishing were 147.5 and 2.2 nm h−1,
respectively. The material removal during the second-step
polishing is extremely low, so surface quality should be as
high as possible after the first step to reduce the processing
time. Finally, a crystallographically well-ordered and ultra-
smooth surface obtained by a two-step polishing is shown
in figure 23(g). The effects of the polishing plate, rotation
speed, and concentration of H2O2 solution on polishing per-
formancewere systematically investigated byKubota et al [55,
110]. The experimental results show that the concentration of
H2O2 solution is an important factor for improving surface
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roughness and enhancing the MRR. Although H2O2 solution-
assisted diamond surface polishing efficiency is far from
satisfactory, the atomic surface roughness and damage-free
surface polishing appear promising. The nature of the chem-
ical reaction between OH radicals and the diamond sub-
strate is not clarified by the explanations in the reports
above, which requires a detailed investigation of the removal
mechanism.

The material removal mechanisms involved in OH rad-
ical assisted diamond polishing were further investigated by
numerous researchers via MD simulations [111–114]. For
example, Guo et al [111, 112] used ReaxFF MD simula-
tions to explain the atomic removal mechanism during the
diamond polishing process with silicon and diamond abras-
ives in aqueous H2O2/pure H2O. The research shows that the
oxidation of the diamond surface plays a dual role in remov-
ing C atoms. First, the diamond surface absorbs O, –OH, or
H to form C–O, C–OH, or C–H bonds, respectively. Second,
the C atoms on the oxidized diamond surface are removed
under the abrasive mechanical action of the aqueous H2O2.
The chemical reaction alone does not remove C atoms from
the diamond substrate. A few C atoms in the form of CO
or CO2 are removed by the sliding diamond abrasives, while
the rest are removed by mechanical friction [113]. The C–C
bonds that form between the diamond substrate and abrasive
or the C–O bonds between the substrate and OH radical cata-
lyst ease the material removal during the sliding process. Shi
et al [114] assumed that friction plays an essential role in dia-
mond polishing, while aqueous H2O2 significantly changes
the interfacial environment between the diamond substrate
and abrasives by reducing the friction coefficient through sur-
face adsorption. According to the MD simulation results, new
bonds formed on the diamond surface in the presence of H2O2

catalyst contributes to the abrasive induced material removal.
This may explain why Kubota et al obtained an extremely low

MRR of 2.2 nm h−1 in the presence of H2O2 catalyst. In the
absence of abrasives, only the frictional effect between the
rotating iron plate and the modified layer on the diamond sub-
strate contributes to the material removal. Nonetheless, a slow
chemical reaction between the diamond substrate and OH rad-
icals results in a very low material removal on the diamond
surface.

5.2. Chemical polishing with ultraviolet/vacuum-ultraviolet
irradiation

Watanabe et al [29] proposed an UV irradiation assisted
ultraprecision diamond polishing process based on the abil-
ity of UV-induced photochemical reactions to produce act-
ive species, such as OH and oxygen. In this process, mater-
ial removal occurs when the top of the diamond substrate is
oxidized to form CO and CO2 at high localized temperatures.
Experiments we conducted on single-crystal and polycrystal-
line diamonds using the apparatus shown in figures 24(a) and
(d). The MRR of the (100) plane with UV irradiation was
0.5 µm h−1, which was higher than the 0.3 µm h−1 MRR
without UV irradiation at 1.0 MPa. The material removal
anisotropy during diamond polishing with UV irradiation was
also verified based on the 2–3 times higher material removal
in the soft direction than in the hard direction. After pol-
ishing for 2 h, the surface roughnesses of the (100) and
(111) planes, measured by SWLI, were improved to 0.2 nm
(figure 24(b)), and the (111) plane was improved to 0.34 nm
(figure 24(c)). A 13× 13× 1.5mmCVDdiamond film formed
on cemented carbide was used to conduct the UV light dur-
ing the polishing experiments. As shown in figure 24(e), the
stacked grain boundaries and rough structures formed during
the CVD process were eliminated after 24 min of UV pol-
ishing. The final surface roughness measured by SWLI was
improved to 0.35 nm, as shown in figure 24(f). The measured
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MRR with UV irradiation was 0.56 µm h−1, which is four
times higher than the MRR of 0.14 µm h−1 without UV
irradiation.

A few years later, Kubota et al [115] developed an
improved single-crystal diamond planarization method
assisted by vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) irradiation.
Figure 25(a) shows the schematic of the VUV irradiation
polishing apparatus. In contrast to the UV polishing, the VUV
irradiations on the polishing plate surface removed the organic
contamination and continuously developed a clean hydro-
philic surface. The chemically active species formed on the
polishing plate modifies its surface. Subsequently, the modi-
fied rotating plate comes in contact with the diamond surface,
and a tribo-chemical reaction occurs that removes material

from the diamond surface. The polishing experiments were
conducted with and without VUV radiations under constant
experimental conditions such as an applied load of 2 kg, pol-
ishing time of 1.5 h, and rotation speeds of the polishing
plate and diamond sample at 200 and 1000 rpm, respectively.
As seen from figures 25(b) and (c), a diamond surface free
of nana-groves with the surface roughness of 0.05 nm was
obtained after VUV radiation assisted polishing. The surface
polished without VUV shows visible grooves. The MRR was
determined after polishing with and without VUV irradiation,
as shown in figures 25(d) and (e). The material removal depths
with and without VUV irradiation are 357.1 nm and 50 nm,
where the removal rate for the case of VUV assisted polishing
is seven times of the conventional polishing. It should be noted
that the MRR of 238.1 nm h−1 obtained by the VUV irradi-
ation method is approximately 7–100 times higher than those
combining the H2O2 assisted chemical reactions for polishing
[54, 55].

According to Kubota et al, the interactions between the act-
ive species and diamond substrate are responsible for the high
efficiency MRR in UV/VUV assisted polishing. As shown in
figure 26(a), once the VUV irradiates the surface, the OH
radicals adhered to the sapphire plate surface form Al–OH
bonding groups and activate the surface. Once the modified
plate moves against the diamond surface, the active OH radi-
als cover the diamond substrate. A chemical reaction occurs
during the relative movement of modified surfaces, where H
and OH bond together and release H2O molecules, as shown
in figure 26(b). Therefore, C–O–Al chemical bonds formed
during the polishing process, as shown in figure 26(c). Due
to the mechanical friction, the C–C bonds with the lowest
bonding energy easily break easily, ensuring the removal of
C atoms, as shown in figure 26(d). These chemical reactions
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continue during VUV-assisted polishing, which results in an
ultra-smooth diamond surface.

5.3. Plasma-assisted polishing

Yamamura et al [116] proposed a PAP method to fabric-
ate a damage-free diamond surface. The PAP is an abrasive-
free diamond polishing technique that ensures high quality
polished surfaces. Due to the chemically reactive nature of
the plasma-induced species, the material removal efficiency
is promising when PAP is applied to ultra-hard materials,
such as silicon carbide, sapphire, gallium nitride, aluminum
nitride, etc [117–119]. Recently, Yamamura et al [28] repor-
ted a remarkable diamond polishing process with an MRR of
2.1 µm h−1 and surface roughness of 0.13 nm by employing
this state-of-the-art technology. A schematic of the polishing
principle of PAP is shown in figure 27(a). In PAP, the gener-
ated plasma contains OH radicals that adhere to the polishing
plate andmodify its surface. The optical emission spectra of Ar
plasma, shown in figure 27(b), indicates the generation of OH

radicals. The material removal occurs in PAP when the chem-
ically modified plate eliminates C atoms as it comes in con-
tact with the rotating diamond surface. After employing PAP
with quartz as a polishing plate, the surface roughness of dia-
mond with step structures was improved from 54 to 0.46 nm,
as shown in figures 27(c) and (d). However, dozens of nano-
scale scratches still can be observed on the polished surface, as
shown in figure 27(e). Quartz glass is softer than diamond sub-
strates and produces SiO2 particles that act as abrasives during
the polishing process and induce scratches on the surface. In
order to minimize scratches, a sapphire polishing plate was
used to polish the diamond surface. PAP with a sapphire pol-
ishing plate produced a scratch-free and smooth diamond sur-
face. The surface roughness improved from 5.47 to 1.79µm, as
shown in figure 27(f). Furthermore, the Raman spectroscopy
measurements shown in figures 27(g) and (h) indicate that PAP
is a stress and phase transformation-free polishing technique
that can realize damage-free SCD processing.

Recently, the MRR of PAP was improved to 13.3 µm h−1

by adding O2 gas to the plasma reactive gas [120]. As shown
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in figure 28, the developed PAP method is applied to polish
a 20 mm square large mosaic SCD substrate, the result of
which indicate that PAP completely removed and planarized
the CVD-grown mosaic SCD substrate. A smooth diamond
surface with a width less than 0.5 µm was obtained by apply-
ing PAP to the polishing of a CVD-grown mosaic substrate.
The highMRR and good polished surface quality of PAPmake
it a promising technique to replace traditional corse and fine
polishing.

Material removal in the PAP process was explained based
on the following surface modification mechanisms: (a) oxida-
tion or fluorination and (b) O or OH termination. The former
was confirmed by the oxidation of silicon carbide (SiC) and
fluorination of gallium nitride (GaN) using PAP. During PAP,
the hard crystal lattice layer was converted to a soft layer,
which was subsequently removed without damaging the sur-
face. The latter was verified during the PAP of single-crystal
sapphire, where the hydration or OH termination of the top-
most sapphire surface is believed to be responsible for the
MRR of the sapphire c-plane. Therefore, the material removal
mechanism of SCD in PAP can be described as follows.
Firstly, the discharge modifies the topmost surface of the sap-
phire plate by inducing OH termination. Secondly, the C–O–
Al bond formation is accomplished at the interface of the OH
terminated polishing plate and the diamond surface. When the
diamond rotates relative to the polishing plate, the bonded car-
bon atoms are removed without causing any graphitization or
amorphization.

In summary, realizing the atomic scale smoothing and
damage-free finishing of diamonds by utilizing chemical
reactions between active plasma species and diamond sur-
faces, instead of abrasives, is a key advantage of the modern
finishing methods over conventional processing techniques.
Low-cost and simple processing at the atmospheric condi-
tions further contributes to the key features and viability of
these methods. Meanwhile, the material removal efficiency of
H2O2 solution or UV/VUV assisted polishing scaled from 2
to 240 nm h−1 is difficult to satisfy the increasing demand
for ultra-smooth diamond surfaces. Therefore, the machining
efficiency of these techniques should be improved to promote
their widespread applications. Although PAP looks promising
with a material removal efficiency of up to 2.1 µm h−1, the
complex machining facilities inhibit its widespread applica-
tion. Moreover, the existing MD simulations of the OH rad-
ical assisted polishing are still very weak and require further
investigated to better understand the material removal mech-
anism during polishing.

6. Dynamic friction polishing

Temperature plays an important role in diamond polishing,
especially when the conversion of diamond carbon to graph-
ite or amorphous carbon is involved in material removal. The
graphite and amorphous carbon are easier to remove than
diamond carbon. Although the conversion of diamond carbon
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to non-diamond carbon requires very high temperatures, it can
be achieved at relatively low temperatures (<700 ◦C) and low
atmospheric pressure with the addition of catalysts, such as
metals with unpaired d electrons. The rapidly growing market
demands ultra-smooth diamond surfaces, which is only pos-
sible with the development of efficient and low-cost polishing
technologies. DFPwas developed under this context. DFP util-
izes frictional force to produce sufficient heat at the interface
of the high-speedmetal polishing plate rotating against the dia-
mond workpiece under a heavy load. Appropriately high tem-
perature promotes the conversion of diamond carbon to non-
diamond carbon, which is either mechanically removed by the
rotating metal plate or oxidized and evaporated in the form of
CO or CO2 gas.

6.1. Progress in polishing technique

DFP is a relatively new diamond polishing technology, which
was first reported in the mid 1990s by Kiyoshi Suzuki and his
colleagues [18, 121], and further improved by Chen and Zhang
[17, 23, 47–53]. Figure 29 shows a rotating metal disk con-
ducting the DFP of the diamond workpiece. A high mechan-
ical load is applied on the rotating disk to produce a consider-
able amount of heat when the plate comes in contact with the
diamond surface. The heat produced at the interface activates
the thermo-chemical reaction of diamond that promotes the
conversion of diamond carbon to non-diamond carbon. The
non-diamond carbon is either mechanically removed by the
rotating metal plate or evaporated in the form of CO or CO2

gas after oxidation. This approach has the following advant-
ages: abrasive-free, simple processing at environmental condi-
tions, and high removal rate due to the ease of mechanically or
thermo-chemically removing non-diamond carbon. Catalysts
such as Fe-based metals and stainless steel (SUS 304) are used
to promote convert diamond carbon to non-diamond carbon at
low temperatures. In general, the catalytic plate can be made
of one or a combination of following metals: Al, Cr, Mn, Fe,
Co, Ni, Cu, Pt, Ti, V, Zr, Mo, Ta, and W.

Since catalytic metals can activate the chemical reac-
tion of diamonds, significant efforts have been made to find
reasonable catalytic elements. Kiyoshi et al [46] developed
a DFP process based on SUS 304 disc and investigated the

material removal efficiency in different environments. The
DFP experiments were conducted on a vertical machine cen-
ter, where the SUS 304 disc was driven by a spindle, and the
diamond was fixed on a linear motion guide. When the dia-
mond is moved to contact the rotating disc, the normal force
can be acquired by tool dynamometer. Because of the large
applied pressure and fast sliding speed, a spark is produced due
to the frictional heating during the DFP process. By keeping
other experimental conditions such as Vs = 2500 m min−1,
P = 100 MPa, Vw = 150 mm min−1, and L = 10 mm con-
stant, the polishing efficiency was systematically investigated
in Ar, O2, Air, and N2 environments. The polishing was per-
formed for 30 s in Ar, Air, and N2 environments and 15 s in O2.
The material removal efficiency in the O2 environment was the
highest among the four gases. The elevated temperature in the
O2 environment is sufficient for converting diamond carbon
to CO and CO2, which quickly evaporates from the diamond
surface resulting in high material removal during DFP. High
material removal is also evident from the SEM images of the
diamond surface taken before and after DFP polishing in the
open air environment.

By pointing out the unpaired d electrons, the vertical align-
ment principle, high hardness, and oxidation resistance at elev-
ated temperatures are basic requirements for a polishing plate.
Yuan et al prepared an FeNiCr alloy polishing plate to improve
diamond polishing performance (figure 30(a)) [122]. They
prepared the FeNiCr alloy polishing plate using mechanical
alloying and hot-press sintering. Figure 30(b) shows the XRD
of FeNiCr, which indicates that the main component of the
plate is Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11. However, the presence of TiC and
ZrO2 peaks in the sintered material is due to the mechanical
alloying andmilling processes. Because of the similarity of as-
sintered FeNiCr alloy and SUS 304, except the TiC and ZrO2

phase, the oxidation resistance is compared to the SUS 304.
After oxidizing for 80 h at 1000 ◦C in air, the as-sintered FeN-
iCr alloy exhibits better anti-oxidant performance than SUS
304 (figure 30(c)). Moreover, the MRR of the FeNiCr alloy
polishing plate is much higher than that of TiAl, SUS 304,
and the cast-iron plate (figure 30(d)). The thermal oxidation
reaction between carbon and oxygen and carbon diffusion into
the metal plate is important for material removal during the
DFP process. The excellent anti-oxidant property of the pol-
ishing plate also contributes towards the preceding chemical
processes during DFP. The oxidation reaction between metal
and oxygen reduces the number of metal atoms with unpaired
d electrons, which lowers the chance of further thermal oxid-
ation. As confirmed by anti-oxidation experiments, the as-
sintered polishing plate exhibits high resistance against the
oxidation process at high temperatures in the ambient atmo-
sphere. Therefore, the MRR of the as-sintered FeNiCr alloy
polishing plate is almost seven times higher than that of con-
ventionally used materials.

According to the key importance of the metal catalyst in
promoting the chemical reaction during DFP, many metal-
based polishing plates were reported. Huang et al [94]
developed a low-pressure DFP process based on a super-
high-speed rotating titanium plate and obtained an MRR of
12 µm h−1 at 0.3 MPa pressure. The same groups also
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developled a new kind of stainless steel, 0Cr18Ni9 [122],
which reached an MRR of 36–51 µm h−1 with 100 m s−1

polishing speed and 0.17–0.31 MPa pressure. The XPS ana-
lysis indicates that the chemical reaction between carbon and
titanium/stainless steel and carbon diffusion into the polish-
ing plate are both responsible for high-efficiency material
removal. Shi et al [123] developed two kinds of manganese-
based alloys, Mn–Cu and Mn–Ni, to achieve high quality and
high-efficiency polishing of diamond. The results show that
the Mn–Ni alloy offers a higher material removal efficiency
of up to 1.45 µm h−1 than Mn–Ni alloy with 0.22 µm h−1

under the same experimental conditions. Xu et al [96, 97] pro-
posed a high-efficiency smoothing technique of CVDdiamond
film by adding the iron and cerium into a corundum grind-
ing wheel. According to the results, the MRR reached 11.60–
190.77 mg h−1 at a grinding speed of 200–500 rpm. After
grinding, the TEM analysis of debris shows traces of graphite
and Fe2C, indicating the conversion of diamond into graph-
ite and the chemical reaction between Fe and C, which con-
tributed to high material removal. Recently, Cui et al [104]
proposed a polishing method based on nano-silica and nano-
nickel powder. The results show a high-quality surface that can
be obtained with a surface roughness of 0.25 nm measured
from a 50 × 50 µm2 area after polishing by nickel powder.
Raman spectroscopy analysis shows that the nickel powder
acts as a catalyst, promoting the graphite polishing process.

Zheng et al [124] reported a high-speed three-dimensional
DFP method to prepare ultra-smooth diamond. According to
the Raman spectrum analysis, the subsurface damage induced
by the tribology action at high sliding speed (35.8 m s−1 or
above) is located at a greater depth and consists of two layers.

6.2. Material removal rate and polished surface quality

The remarkable advantages of the DFP technique are ultra-
high MRR and fast reduction in the surface roughness of
diamonds from several microns to a few hundred nanomet-
ers. Studying how the processing parameters affect the MRR
and surface quality can give diamond polishers comprehens-
ive guidance for selecting optimal experimental conditions. In
the last two decades, numerous studies have been reported on
this issue.

Chen et al [17, 49] established the polishing map of poly-
crystalline diamond composites (PCDCs) by systematically
investigating the effect of polishing conditions, e.g. applied
pressure and sliding speed on the polishing rate. They used
two different PCDCs workpieces: type 1 containing 95% dia-
mond grains, and type 2 containing 70%–75%diamond grains.
Figure 31 shows the variation in the polishing rate under
different pressures and sliding speeds. The polishing rate
increased with pressure and sliding speed, which are import-
ant phenomena that contribute to material removal during the
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Figure 31. Variation in polishing rates under different pressure and sliding speed: (a) type 1 PCDC (∼95% diamond grain), and (b) type 2
PCDC (70%–75% diamond grain) [17].

Figure 32. SEM images of different PCDCs before and after DFP process: (a) initial surface of type 1, (b) polished surface of type 1
(polished for 6 min at 30 m s−1 sliding speed with a pressure of 5 MPa), (c) initial surface of type 2 and (d) polished surface of type 2
(polished for 6 min at 20 m s−1 sliding speed with a pressure of 3.1 MPa) [17].

DFP process. High pressure and fast sliding speed inevitably
generates heat and high temperatures at the polishing interface,
which ultimately improves the conversion of diamond atoms
to graphite. The polishing rate increased dramatically when
applied pressure and sliding speed enhanced the effects of both
mechanical and chemical mechanisms. Figure 31(b) shows the
cracking that appeared on the type 2 workpiece when high pol-
ishing pressure or fast sliding speed was selected during the
DFP process. The lower content of diamond (70%–75%) in
type 2 PCDC reduced the strength of the workpiece, which is
why it is easy to produce cracks on type 2 workpiece under
high pressure or fast sliding speed.

Figure 32 shows the SEM images of two different PCDC
workpieces before and after polishing. For better observation
of the surface morphology, images were captured after tilt-
ing the specimen to 52◦ inside the SEM chamber. The sur-
face roughness of the type 1 PCDC was reduced from 4 to
0.3 µm within 6 min of DFP processing at 5 MPa pressure
and 30 m s−1 sliding speed (figure 32(b)). After DFP pro-
cessing, diamond grains with dimensions of several to a 100

microns were observed on the surface. In addition, wear traces
appeared on the diamond surface, probably caused by the
mechanical action of the polishing plate. To avoid cracking
of the type 2 PCDC workpiece, a pressure of 3.1 MPa and
a sliding speed of 20 m s−1 were selected. After DFP pro-
cessing for the same polishing time, the initial surface rough-
ness of ∼1.7 µm was reduced similarly to the type 1 work-
piece. In contrast to the type 1 PCDC workpiece, uniform dia-
mond grains with an average size of tens of microns were
observed after DFP processing, which is why low pressure
and slow sliding speed are preferred in polishing. The cap-
ability of DFP to quickly produce high quality surfaces on
both PCDCs is another advantage of polishing methods that
utilize a high content of diamond grains. The polishing dam-
ages were further studied at the atomic scale by cross-sectional
TEM analysis, shown in figure 33. The TEM sample was
taken from a type 2 PCDC polished workpiece [23, 30, 53]. A
20 nm width layer attached to the diamond lattice layer could
be observed in the low resolution TEM image. The EELS
shown in figure 33(b) confirmed that the main phase of the
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Figure 33. TEM analysis of polished PCDCs surface after DFP process: (a) a low-resolution image, (b) EELS of attached layer, and (c) a
high resolution image of the interface of the attached layer and diamond [30].

Figure 34. Schematic of the material removal mechanism of DFP [47, 48].

attached layer is amorphous carbon. Themechanical stress and
thermal-chemical reactions may convert the diamond carbon
to amorphous carbon. The HR-TEM images show that the lat-
tice structure of the diamond is very different from the formed
amorphous layer. It is easy to understand why such an amorph-
ous carbon layer forms during the DFP process. High pressure
and fast sliding speed are applied during polishing to obtain
sufficient heating to activate the thermal reaction. The dia-
mond lattice easily converts to amorphous carbon atoms under
such high stress, temperature, and friction.

6.3. Material removal mechanism of DFP

The possible material removal mechanisms of DFP are sum-
marized in figure 34. High polishing speed and pressure during
the DFP process produce frictional heating and increase the
temperature at the interface. When the temperature rises above
700 ◦C, a proportion of the lattice carbon atoms converts into
graphite due to the chemical and mechanical effects occurring
at the polishing interface in the presence of a metal catalyst
plate. Graphite carbon is easy to remove, either mechanically
or chemically. The literature discusses three types of carbon
atom removal modes of DFP [47, 48]. Mechanical abrasion
easily detaches the deformed and transformed carbon atoms
from the diamond surface. Due to the metal plate catalyst, a
part of the non-diamond carbon oxidizes and escapes as CO
or CO2 gas. Some carbon atoms diffuse into the metal disk
until the carbon solution of metal is saturated.

The thermal-chemical reaction between the diamond and
the metal catalyst is responsible for high-efficiency material

removal during the DFP process. At atmospheric pressure,
diamond is an unstable form of carbon, which can be effi-
ciently converted to graphite at temperatures above 1700 ◦C
[125]. However, the conversion temperature can be lowered
to about 700 ◦C in the presence of an iron catalyst [49]. As
discussed, the frictional heating produced under high pres-
sure and fast sliding speed can raise and maintain temperat-
ures above 1000 ◦C. Chen et al [50] established a mathemat-
ical model based on the Greenwood–Williamson’s statistical
asperity model and Jaeger’s moving heat source analysis to
predict the interface temperature during the DFP process. By
calculating the number of asperities and the contact area, the
temperature due to friction at the interface of diamond asperit-
ies and the metal surface can be calculated from the following
relation:

T=
13.18πah

46.85Kp + 9πKd

√
π (0.87+Pe)

(11)

where a is the average contact radius of the asperity, h rep-
resents average heat flux at the real area of contact due to the
frictional heating, Kp is the thermal conductivity of polycrys-
talline diamond, Kd refers to the thermal conductivity of the
polishing disk, Pe is the Peclet number of the polishing disk
material. The effects of processing parameters (e.g. surface
roughness, material properties of diamond, polishing velocity,
and polishing pressure) on temperature were systematically
investigated based on the established model. The results show
that increasing the polishing speed is the most effective way
to improve the polishing interface temperature.
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In summary, the material removal efficiency of DFP is
highest among the existing diamond polishing techniques.
Whereas no material removal anisotropy is observed due to
the chemical reaction based material removal mechanism.
These advantages make DFP a suitable approach to treat rough
CVD diamond films, decreasing the surface roughness from
microns to tens of nanometers within a few seconds. How-
ever, a proper temperature to activate the chemical reaction
between the metal plate and diamond requires a very high
load and fast sliding speed. Since the metal plates are sus-
ceptible to melting at high temperatures, the polished diamond
surface always contains an adhered metal layer that is very
difficult to remove. This eventually leads to an unsatisfactory
surface quality after DFP. While current studies focus on the
processing of this technique, the explanation of the material
removal mechanism is far more satisfactory. Both the mechan-
ical and chemical aspects contribute to material removal dur-
ing DFP, but the dominate mechanisms remain unclear. Fur-
thermore, explaining the material removal mechanism at the
atomic level requires a comprehensive understanding of the
mechanism driving ultrafast material removal of DFP.

7. Ion beam polishing

According to the material removal mechanisms, IBP can be
divided into ion beam bombardment [40, 126–128] and plasma
beam etching [129–131]. Ion bombardment utilizes physical
ion sputtering to remove diamond atoms. In plasma etching,
the chemical effect of incident reactive ions removes atoms
from the diamond surface. In most cases, material removal
generally involves a combination of these two mechanisms.

7.1. Ion beam sputtering

In 1972, Spencer et al [40] reported the ability of argon-ion
beams to simultaneously mill a hole in diamond and pol-
ish the inner surface. This was the first-ever experimental
report on diamond polishing by IBS. Ten years later, Tanigu-
chi et al [126] investigated the polishing performance of ion
sputter-machining of a diamond surface both experimentally
and theoretically. Hoffman et al [127] observed different car-
bon atom structures with different ion beams. With a com-
bination of argon and oxygen ion beams, Zhao et al [128]
successfully reduced the surface roughness of a diamond film
from 6 µm to 217 nm. Bertrand et al [132] achieved an optic-
ally smooth diamond-coated film surface with surface rough-
ness below 5 nm by the developed ion-assisted polishing sys-
tem. Koslowski et al [132] studied the surface morphology
evolution of a diamond (100) surface with low-energy (1.2–
1.5 keV) Ar+-ion bombardment and obtained a minimum sur-
face roughness of 4.5 nm. Ostrovskaya et al [133] found that
diamond wettability can be tailored in a broad range after ion
bombardment. The bond transformation from sp3 to sp2 during
ion polishing results in a hydrophobic surface.

Takashi et al [134] reported nano-smoothing of SCD chips
by 1 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at different incident angles
varying from 30◦ to 80◦. The initial surface roughness of

1.2 nm was reduced to ∼0.1 nm, in 60 min. As shown in
figures 35(a)–(d), a smooth diamond surface was obtained
when the incident ion beam was positioned at less than 30◦.
However, the polished surface became rough when the incid-
ent angle increased from 45◦ to 80◦. In addition, the effect
of ion dose on the processed surface roughness is shown in
figures 35(e)–(h). The surface roughness of the diamond chips
increased with increasing ion doses when the surface was
irradiated with a 1 keV Ar+ ion beam incident at 60◦ and
80◦ angles. A theory based on the Bradley and Harper model
and equations were developed to explain the smoothing and
roughening mechanisms. Regardless of the high initial surface
roughness of the diamond chips, the diamond surface rough-
ness was reduced to 0.1 nm by choosing the proper process
parameters. Ieshkin et al systematically investigated the effect
of accelerated gas-cluster ion bombardment on the diamond
surface [135]. They achieved a smooth diamond surface using
a dose of 10 keV gas-cluster ions above 1016 cm−2 can.

In IBS, the diamond surface is irradiated by ions at a cer-
tain incidence angle, resulting in the physical removal of the
diamond carbon atoms [41]. Initially, the ion beam induces
localized heating at the diamond surface. Once a beam with
sufficient energy impacts the diamond surface, the ions over-
come the surface potential barrier, penetrate several surface
layers of the solid, and neutralize after colliding with the dia-
mond atoms. The kinetic and ionization energies of ions heat
the surrounding lattice. Consequently, one or more of the host
lattice atoms are sublimated [30]. Wang et al [134] demon-
strated that energetic Ar+ ions transformed diamond phases
by changing the sp2 and sp3 hybridization ratio. Michael et al
[136] established an atomistic/continuum multiscale model
to explain the ultra-smoothing of diamond-like carbon. It is
believed that ions impacting at the atomic scale induce down-
hill currents . These currents immediately smooth the ini-
tially rough substrates by eroding hills into neighboring hol-
lows at the continuum scale. This newly developed theory can
explain ion polishing of diamond surfaces. The characterist-
ics of a single ion impact on ta-C films were discussed using
quantum MD simulations, the results show a small crater (the
right insert in figure 36(a)) that appeared in the film when it
was implanted with a new atom. MD simulations were also
used to calculate the specific impact induced average change
in the local surface profile after consecutive impacts from
1000 atoms (figure 36(a)). The impact induced height change
decreased with increasing distance from the impact point. Ion
beam induced decay of a sine shaped ta-C surface is fur-
ther discussed to show the evolution of surface carbon atoms.
The insert in figure 36(b) shows carbon atom movement after
the impact of 4000 C atoms with 100 eV kinetic energy. It
should be noted that the initial sine-shaped surface became
completely smooth after the impact of the ion beam.

The most appealing quality of IBS is the physical nature
of material removal, which never changes the physical or
chemical properties of the polished materials. Atomic pro-
cessing makes IBS a suitable technique for a wide range of
applications that rely on focused ion beams (FIBs), such as
the ultra-precision machining of diamond films. The MRR
is unsatisfactory due to the ion beam’s relatively small
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Figure 35. AFM images of a polished diamond surface irradiated by 1 keV Ar+ ion beam: (a)–(d) dependence of surface roughness on
different incident angles; (e)–(h) dependence of surface roughness on different ion doses [134].
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Snapshots of the initial system (lower left) and after the impact of 4000 C atoms with 100 keV kinetic energy (upper right) [136].

dimension. However, FIB can dramatically improve the mater-
ial removal ability, which is useful for polishing and pro-
cessing microstructures in diamond surfaces. In practice,
applying IBS at the final processing stage can help prevent

damaged or contaminated layers from forming in the pol-
ished diamond surface. However, the cost of the corresponding
machining facilities is very high due to the sophisticated ion
source and complex vacuum chamber.
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Figure 37. Laser optical microscopy pictures after H/O plasma treatment. (a) Sample with 20◦ offset and (b) sample with 10◦ offset along
the <100> direction. (c) Sample with 10◦ offset and (d) sample with 20◦ offset along the <110> direction [38].

7.2. Plasma beam etching

Diamond etching can be realized at reduced or atmospheric
pressure in the air under appropriate temperatures. Evans et al
[34] were the first to study the air constituents responsible
for diamond surface etch pits. Sandhu and Chu [35] studied
the RIE of diamond films using O2 and H2 gases. The res-
ults show that plasma produced with different reactive gases
altered the type and density of the reactive species. Whereas
a higher plasma etching performance was observed with O2

than H2 under the same experimental conditions. The diamond
etching rate obtained for O2 ions having 0.4 keV energy is
about 0.3–0.4 nm min−1, much higher than ion beam bom-
bardment. Vivensang et al [36] performed RIE smoothing of
a diamond surface by SF6–O2 plasma and reported a reduc-
tion in the surface roughness from 40 to 14 nm. Shpilman et al
[37] proposed an oxidation and etching process of CVD dia-
mond by thermal and hyperthermal atomic oxygen. As a non-
contact polishing technique, Sichen et al [24] found that ion
beam etching can remove subsurface damages and promote
diamond surface self-healing.

Naamoun et al [38] studied themechanism of etch-pit form-
ation on diamond surfaces etched with H2/O2 plasma. Their
results indicate that the misorientation angle of the diamond
crystal surface strongly influences the shape of the etch pits.
For the etching process conducted in the <100> direction,
macro-steps were observed on the polished surface, leading
to high surface roughness (figures 37(a) and (b)). In contrast,
a smooth diamond surface without etching pits was obtained
after etching in the <110> direction (figures 37(c) and (d)). The
diamond surface can be polished to very low surface roughness
(15 nm) when etching is conducted in the <110> direction on a

surface with a misorientation angle less than 20◦, as illustrated
in figure 37(d).

According to Nobuteru et al [39], etch pits are mostly
formed along the edge of the <110> direction, and the major-
ity of them look like an inverted-pyramidal hollow with two
types of shapes: point-bottom and flat-bottom. Figure 38
shows the evolution of etch pits on the etched depth. The
scratches induced by MP evolved as flat-bottom etch pits and
grew in diameter with increasing etched depth, as shown in
figures 38(a)–(c). As the etching proceeds, the 10 µm-deep
flat-bottom pits vanished, while only the point-bottom pits
remained, as shown in figure 38(d). This is because the etch-
ingmechanically deformed carbon atoms is easier than etching
lattice atoms. Alexandre et al [137] also obtained two similar
etch pits caused by dislocation differences. The same etch-pits
were also observed by Achard et al [138], where mechanical
induced scratches mostly caused the flat-bottom pits. Accord-
ing to the experimental results, etching rates depend on crys-
tallographic orientations.

According to Ma et al [59], electron cyclotron resonance
plasma producing O2 ions are believed to be a potential can-
didate for CVD diamond film polishing. The polishing res-
ults show that the diamond surface ridges were preferentially
etched, reducing the surface roughness from 3.06 to 1.08 µm
within 4 h (figure 39). Crawford et al studied the effect of
hydrogen plasma power input on the etching performance of
a (100) diamond surface roughness [139]. They achieved an
ultra-smooth 3 × 3 µm2 surface with a roughness of 0.2 nm
using tailored Cl2 + Ar and O2 + Ar plasma chemistries.

The chemical reactions in reactive plasma beam etching are
more effective for material removal than physical ion bom-
bardment. Continuous ion bombardment produces sufficient
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Figure 38. The micrograph evolution of etch pits on the etched depth under Nomarski micrograph: (a) mechanically polished surface
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Figure 39. SEM images of a diamond film before and after various stages of etching: (a) before etching, (b) after 2 h of etching, (c) after 4 h
of etching; and (d) the change in Ra and Rt with etching time [59].

local heating to activate the chemical reactions. Then, existing
reactive species, such as O, O2, O3, OH, and H, interact and
remove carbon from the diamond surface via heterogeneous

chemical reactions. Thus, the MRR of RIE is much higher
than that of IBS. It is believed that the etching process star-
ted at the point of dislocation and then extended along the
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Figure 40. Schematic of a thermochemical polishing apparatus [15].

dislocation line [38, 138]. The etching rate is faster along dis-
locations because dislocations fracture the bonds between car-
bon atoms, which are responsible for maintaining complete
lattice structures. This may be the reason why etch-pits were
always observed after RIE. Obtaining an ultra-smooth dia-
mond surface with atomic scale surface roughness is challe-
neging because it is impossible to obtain dislocation free dia-
mond samples under the existing technological conditions.

Currently, RIE polished surface quality does not meet prac-
tical application requirements. However, low surface quality
does not affect its outstanding material removal potential in
diamond polishing. As a typical non-contact and stress-free
polishing method, RIE is suitable for processing thin dia-
mond films. However, after RIE, the residual etched pit prob-
lem should be solved before it can be widely applied for dia-
mond polishing. The formation of etch-pits is related to dislo-
cations. However, the formation mechanism is unclear. Non-
etheless, a comprehensive understanding of etch pit formation
can help remedy this discrepancy and ensure ultra-smooth dia-
mond polishing. Simultaneously, the chemical bonding theory
at the quantum level should elaborate on the atomic material
removal mechanisms during RIE of diamonds.

8. Other polishing techniques

8.1. Thermochemical polishing

In the middle of the 20th century, Grodzinski et al [30] pro-
posed a diamond polishing method assisted by a hot-metal-
plate, called TCP. This method involves an iron or nickel
polishing plate heated above 750 ◦C. It is believed that the
hot metal plate melts the carbon atoms, transforming a rough
diamond film surface into a smooth, glossy surface [140].
Initially, this method was used to polish the single crystalline

diamond tools used in the jewelry industry. However, due to
the vast development and application of CVD diamond films,
TCP gained popularity outside of the jewelery industry. Yoshi-
kawa et al further improved the process [7, 32].

The typical experimental setup of TCP is shown in figure 40
[15, 141]. Polishing is performed by rotating the diamond
sample against a metal plate under external pressure. The
entire process is conducted in an evacuated, reductive, or inert
gas environment at a high temperature (>700 ◦C). Compared
with conventionalMP, both the workpiece speed and polishing
pressure are kept extremely low. After detailed research and
multi-testing, Weima et al [15] concluded that the transforma-
tion of diamond into non-diamond carbon and the subsequent
dissolution of carbon atoms onto the metal plate are respons-
ible for the material removal during TCP. The two material
removal mechanisms compete with each other during polish-
ing. Temperature is the key factor in deciding which mechan-
ism plays the dominant role. It is believed that the conversion
of diamond into non-diamond carbon is the primary removal
mechanism at high temperatures, whereas the diffusion rate is
much faster than phase transformation at lower temperatures.
The surrounding environment also affects the MRR and pol-
ished surface quality. An MRR greater than 7 µm h−1 was
obtained in a vacuum at 950 ◦C [7]. While the surface rough-
ness of several microns was reduced to 2.7 nm within 8 h
of polishing. In contrast to vacuum conditions, polishing in
hydrogen environments resulted in a very rough diamond sur-
face and a low MRR of 0.5 µm h−1.

The majority of literature focusing on the TCP of diamonds
appearaed around the 2000s. In contrast, a minimal number of
reports have been published in recent years, mainly because
technological limitations hinder the further development
of TCP. The complicated vacuum and high-temperature
equipment requirements dramatically increase the machining
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cost. TCP has limited processing efficiency compared to other
techniques, which further undermines its application in the
industry. The nonuniformity of the metal plate heating makes
polishing thin CVD films incredibly difficult. In short, there is
a long way to go before the TCP technique becomes a practical
diamond polishing method.

8.2. Laser polishing

LP has attracted significant attention because it is a non-
contact polishing technique free from the limitations faced
by the other conventional contact polishing methods. Roth-
schild reported the first ever known LP of diamond in 1986
[44], which was almost 40 years after Einstein [30] theor-
ized the quantummechanical phenomenon of stimulated emis-
sion. Since then, LP of diamonds has developed rapidly. The
most widely used laser sources in diamond polishing include
excimer lasers [142–145] and Nd-YAG lasers [22, 146, 147].
The former group of lasers mainly operate at a near-UV range
from 193 to 351 nm [148], while the later group operates in
a visible and near-infrared range from 500 to 1060 nm. The
major advantage of excimer lasers is the high optical absorp-
tion coefficient in diamonds, providing high energy deposition
in a small volume for rapid and total ablation.

Figure 41 shows a schematic of a typical LP of diamond
films. The laser source emits a laser beam that passes through
an aperture slit and strikes a reflecting mirror. The reflecting
mirror focuses the laser beam on the diamond film, which is
mounted on a programmable stage, to produce scanning pat-
terns at variable angles of incidence. The laser beam select-
ively removes surface protrusions due to the difference in the
ablation rate at peaks and valleys of the rough diamond sur-
face [21]. Thermal oxidation and evaporation are the domin-
ant material removal mechanisms in LP. The important operat-
ing parameters during LP are wavelength (nm), energy density
fluence (J cm−2), pulse length (ns), repetition rate (Hz), incid-
ence angle (deg.), and spot size. Tokarev et al [143] and Oku-
chi et al [149] studied the effect of the incident angle of an
excimer laser on the polishing rate. They found that the MRR
decreases as the incidence angle increases. Pimenov et al [142]
investigated the effects of irradiation conditions on the proper-
ties of laser-treated diamond film surfaces. They found that the
laser beam incidence and pulse duration determine the surface
roughness. Ozkan et al [22] usedmultiple lasers to polish CVD
diamond to obtain highMRR and fine polycrystalline diamond
films. Wang et al [45] studied the influences of the laser incid-
ence angle and energy fluence on polishing performance. The
results show that the polishing rate increased logarithmically
with increasing energy fluence while keeping the laser incid-
ence angle and pulse number the same.

As a typical non-contact polishing method, LP has cer-
tain advantages, such as pressure-free polishing, which makes
suitable for polishing flat diamond films and CVD diamond
films on curved shapes, and drills where traditional contact
methods cannot be applied. The reported MRR of LP is sev-
eral nanometers per minute, much higher than traditional MP.
However, the equipment cost for LP is significantly higher
than MP. Moreover, it is easy to induce cracks and shock

 
X-Y stage

θ

Laser source

Diamond
sample

Focusing
lens

Chamber

Aperture slit

Mirror

Figure 41. Schematic structure of a laser polishing apparatus [30].

waves due to local overheating during LP of thin CVD films.
In general, LP is suitable for coarse polishing to reduce surface
roughness from several microns to sub-microns, dramatically
shortening the fine finishing time.

9. Discussion and future directions

9.1. Evaluation of polishing techniques

Table 2 shows the critical evaluation of various diamond
polishing methods. The polishing techniques were compared
based on the following aspects: polishing rate, polished sur-
face quality, polishing temperature, applied load, anisotropic
feature, facilities cost, processing cost, and commercialization
potential.

MP, TCP, CMP, DFP, and OH radical assisted polishing are
conventional contact polishing techniques usually applied to
planar surfaces. On the other hand, LP and IBP are non-contact
polishing methods, which can process both planar and non-
planar surfaces.

It should be noted that MP, DFP, and LP can be con-
ducted at atmospheric conditions without additional heating
or environmental control systems. Therefore, the equipment
and processing cost of mechanical and DFP is the lowest
among the existing polishing techniques. Although IBS, UV
irradiation, and PAP can be applied at room temperatures,
they require complex systems to create vacuum environments.
Theses additional complex systems increase the overall pro-
cessing cost. CMP should be performed above the melting
point of oxidizing reagents, so a heating system must main-
tain the polishing temperatures. The costs of equipment and
processing are moderate because most oxidants have melting
points below 300 ◦C. Furthermore, thermo-chemical or RIE
polishing requires a vacuum chamber, high temperatures, and
specific gas flows. Both the vacuum chamber and heating sys-
tems will inevitably increase the equipment and processing
costs.
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Figure 42. The development of diamond polishing methods.

Of all the polishing techniques, DFP and LP possess
the highest MRR of several microns per minute. Thermo-
chemical, chemical-mechanical, reactive ion beam etching,
and PAP are second-tier with MRRs of several microns per
hour. MP, IBS, and UV irradiation assisted polishing can only
remove several nanometers of diamond per hour. The situation
is quite different when it comes to polished surface quality. In
general, the polishing techniques with the highest MRRs, such
as dynamic friction and LP, usually have poor polished sur-
face quality. In such cases, the limiting surface roughness can
be tens of nanometers. The surface after reactive beam etch-
ing remains rough because of the inhomogeneous etching rates
of diamond crystal in different orientations. Furthermore, MP,
CMP, and IBS can fabricate a smooth diamond surface with
several nanometers surface roughness. Finally, TCP, UV irra-
diation, and PAP can produce an ultra-smooth diamond sur-
face with sub-nanometer surface roughness.

Before choosing a polishing technique, it is better to know
the requirements of a specific application. For example, CVD
chemical-resistant coatings do not require high surface quality.
LP may be the first choice to process thin featured CVD coat-
ings. However, low surface roughness is required for tribolo-
gical and optical coatings and electronic and thermal manage-
ment applications. Thus, the diamond surfaces must be highly
polished. According to the above analysis, each polishing tech-
nique has its advantages, and it is important to select a proper

polishing method after careful consideration and evaluation of
all the methods. Considering the balance between the polish-
ing efficiency and quality, LP or DFP can be used for coarse
polishing to reduce the surface roughness frommicrons to tens
of nanometers. Mechanical or CMP can further decrease the
surface roughness to a few nanometers. If an ultra-smooth and
damage-free surface is required in some specific areas, such
as chemical growth substrate, IBS and PAP are highly recom-
mended.

9.2. Future directions

The processing efficiency and polished surface quality are the
key motivations to develop and apply diamond polishing tech-
niques. This section critically reviews the previous works and
future directions of two preceding issues since they determ-
ine the application potential of the developed polishing tech-
niques. Since the first scientific investigation on MP of dia-
mond was reported in 1920, various polishing techniques have
been developed. The developments and trends of the proposed
polishing techniques are illustrated in figure 42.

(a) At the early stage between the 1920s and 1970s, researches
focused on optimizing MP. It was found that the pro-
cessing efficiency largely depends on the crystal ori-
entation and sliding directions. To acquire optimized
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processing parameters, many researchers systematically
investigated MP of diamonds. After decades of develop-
ment, it was found that a high MRR can be obtained
when polishing is conducted along the ‘soft’ directions.
The <100> direction on the (100) and (110) planes is con-
sidered the ‘soft direction’, while the <110> direction on
the (100) and (110) planes and all directions on the (111)
plane are considered ‘hard directions’. These guidelines
are helpful in finding suitable processing conditions dur-
ing the MP of diamonds. There is no doubt that scientific
research on MP established the factual basis for its com-
mercial application.

(b) Because of the strong material removal anisotropy of MP,
the methods employing chemical reactions to remove car-
bon atoms have been in key focus. A large number of
chemical-assisted polishing techniques were developed
between the 1950s and 2000s. The MRR of newly
developed methods improved compared to MP. LP, react-
ive ion beam etching, and DFP improved the MRR to
several microns per minute. Although the polished sur-
face quality is unsatisfactory for practical applications, it
does not affect the coarse polishing of diamonds. How-
ever, polishing methods with multiple superior abilities
such as high efficiency and high-quality surface polishing
are expected to be developed in the future.

(c) The number studies on CMP, RIE, and OH radical assisted
polishing significantly increased after 2000, which was
due to the increasing production demands and industrial
requirements, such as high efficiency and quality pol-
ishing, that conventional polishing techniques could not
meet. Moreover, the trend of introducing new polishing
techniques will likely continue in the future. However,
newly developed methods still face some challenges, such
as finding a balance between efficiency and quality, sim-
plifying the machining devices, reducing the processing
costs.

(d) Thanks to rapidly developing visual simulation software,
the atomic removal mechanism of diamond polishing can
be visually analyzed by MD simulations or quantum ana-
lyses. So, there is a significant increase in studies exploring
the mechanisms of material removal anisotropy in the MP
of diamonds. MD simulations are also useful for analyzing
the evolution of the chemical bonding process during CMP
and OH radical assisted polishing, which contributes to
the deep understanding of material removal mechanisms.
No doubt, researchers will continue usingMD simulations
to analyze and visualize the material removal mechanism
of other polishing techniques in the near future. However,
simulations should be designed to build models consistent
with the actual polishing process happening under mul-
tiple energy sources.

10. Conclusions

According to the current review, the major conclusions are as
follows:

(a) MP has a long, rich history and gains attention with every
passing day. It was successfully commercialized after a
century of systematic scientific research. The optimized
machining conditions and easy-to-process crystal orienta-
tions were determined and verified by experimental and
theoretical simulation analyses. Even during polishing,
the atomic evolution process was demonstrated by visual
MD simulations. The material removal efficiency and pol-
ished surface quality of MP of diamonds should be further
improved to maintain its dominant position in commercial
production.

(b) As demonstrated by the increasing number of studies,
chemical reactions are considered promising solutions in
diamond polishing because they have higher MRRs and
better surface quality than conventional mechanical cleav-
age. Thus, various polishing techniques assisted by chem-
ical reactions have been developed in recent decades.

(c) The OH radical assisted CMP is expected to be one of the
most promising techniques. Having plenty of OH radical
sources at ambient conditions, such as hydrogen perox-
ide solution, UV irradiation, and plasma beams, ensures
low equipment and processing costs. The key advantages
of OH radical assisted polishing include ultra-smooth and
damage-free diamond surfaces, atomic material removal
mechanisms, absence of chemical contamination, and pro-
cessing efficiency scaled from microns to nanometers per
hour.

(d) Although most studies on chemical assisted polishing of
diamonds were based on experiments, limited empirical
understandings have been gained. Therefore, explanations
of some issues are still ambiguous. The key issues are:

1. why chemical assisted polishing could improve or deteri-
orate the processed surface quality

2. reasons behind the better polishing performance of chem-
ical effects

3. identifying the chemical reactions that can prevent mater-
ial removal anisotropy and the inherent reasons behind this
discrepancy

4. optimization of polishing apparatus designs to achieve bet-
ter polishing performances based on the selected chemical
removal mechanism

5. exploration of analytical or multi-physical numerical mod-
els based on the mechanics, chemistry, thermology, and
tribology for more profound insights into the basic prin-
ciple of chemical assisted polishing in the future.

(e) PAP shows extraordinary performance on both processing
efficiency and surface quality. Since this method was first
introduced in 2018, it is a very new technique, and sev-
eral issues must be taken into consideration. The future
directions of PAP can include optimizing the processing
conditions, simplifying the machining equipment, devel-
oping various types of plasma sources, identifying the
material removal mechanisms, and exploring vacuum-less
polishing.
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